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Decision 88-12-099 Oeee~er 19, 1988 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE S~ATE OF CALIFORNZA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking into ) 
natural <las procurement and system) R.88-08-018 
reliabi11ty issues. ) (Filed Auqust 10, 1988) 

-------------------------------) ) 
Order Instituting Investigation into ) 
natural qas procurement and system) I.87-03-036 
reliability issues deferred from ) (Filed March 25, 1987) 
0.86-12-010. ) 

-------------------------------) 
(See Decision 88-11-034 tor appearances .. ) 

INTERDI. OPDaON: MARlCET-BAS'ED AL'LOCATION OF PXPELXNE 
gpAeX'tX'; CORE Et.ECTXQlf; EN'J)='2SE mOBIU Qf EOB CQ'STQKEBS 
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XNTERDl OPINION: JIARlCET-BASED A.LU>CA1'ION OF PIPEI.INE 
CAPACITX; CORE ELECTl9Ni mm-:o;m PBIQRITX OF EOR CQSTQMl.RS 

This order addresses an important set of issues which we 
believe should become the focus of this proceedinq--the central 
question of how to allocate pipeline capacity among the CAlifornia 
natural gas utilities, other gas suppliers, and noncore customers 
who wish to transport their own gas supplies. 

This OIR had its genesiS in I.87-0J-036, our 
investigation into the procurement and system reliability issues 
which. we deferred from our landmark natural gas policy order, 
D.86-12-010. Following several rounds otcomments on gas 
procurement issues in I.87-03-036, we began a rulemakl.ng proceeding' 
with R.88-08-018- (August 10, 1988). The AUg'Ust: 10 order contained..·. 
a set of proposed ,rules which would resolve the procurement issues :.'. 
which had emerged in I.87-03~036. Since then, we have received two 
rounds of comments on these proposals: opening comments on 
October 19, 1988, and reply comments· on November 9, 1988. 

• Appendix A lists the parties who have tiled comments in 
R.8S-08-018. 

• 

Since August 10, we have issued two orders with impaets 
on R.88-0S-018. D.88-10-054 (October 26, 1.988) directed that we 
would consider as part of R.S8-08-01S the question of whether ~ 
approve a mechanism whereby th.e. weighted average cost of gaS 
(WACOG) of the core gas portfolio- would change if forecasted. and 
actual core gas costs differed by more thana certain 'triqgerw 
amount. Such a 'Core Gas Cost Trigger Mechanism' bas been aclvance<::V. 
in a stipulation subm.itted by Pacific Gas. and Electric Company 
(PG&E), Southern california Gas Company (SoCal), and Toward 'O'tility. 
Rate Nor.malization ('l'ORN). In addition, on November .9', 19s.8,. we 
issued D.88-11-0~, approving a program of unbundledqas storage 
banking for noncore custom.ers. As this order will discuss at 
several points, the issues which we resolved.in our storage 
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decision have important parallels and connections with the 
procurement issues in this case; the similarities are especially 
important on the key question of allocating storaqe and pipeline 
capacity. 

I. BACKGROUND: R.88-08-018' 

In the rules which we proposed in R.SS-OS.-01S,. we were 
guided by the conviction that it would' be unwise,. with only a few 
months of experience with our new natural gas regulatory structure,. 
to undertake major changes. in our program. Therefore, R.SS.-OS-01S 
concentrated on solving identified problems with the new proqr~, 
and on the carefully limited testing of new ideas. R.88-0S-01S. 
identified four principal goals: 

1) continuing to- work toward equitable access 
to. the storage and transportation systems 
for all qas customers, reqarc:lless of their 
procureaent choice. This effort included 
propos.ing a priority charge system which 
WOUld function to ration, on a coordinated 
and economic basis, both intrastate and 
interstate pipeline capacity. We 
emphasized that reaching this open access 
goal re~ires careful consideration and 
comprom1se to avoid h~tul impacts on core 
customers. 

2) 

3) 

Allovinq the utilities, on a liJdted"t:r:ial 
basis, . some degree o:f greater :rlex:ibUity 
in. procaring qas for noneore c:ustomers. We 
stated that this flexibility must be 
conditioned-so as not to have an adverse 
impact on core 'customers. The amount of 
flexibility which we proposed to- qrantto 
the utilities. was also made ' eontinqent on 
the utilities' progress in providing open 
access to their transmission and s.torage' 
syst~. 

Finet.uDiDg', the exiatiDq, J?rocu:re.ent rules, 
with an ellPhasis on bel.pl.DCJ' the utilities 
to deal with vbat appeared to be the new 
clift'iculties accoapanying- their 
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4) 

responsibility to operate an integrated 
transmission and distribution system. in the 
new 'era of unbundled services. These 
problems included nonperformance by spot 
suppliers, load balancing and accounting 
problems with transport-only service, and 
the ~reater planning uncertainties for the 
util.ty when large users assume the primary 
responsibility for procuring gas supplies. 
The new services proposed in the rules as 
wfinetuningsW to our program included 
30-day firm procurement service and standby 
service. 

Pormalizinq the ~off' approach to 
core sequenciDq policy which the CODDllission 
has followed in recent years. We also 
expressed a willingness to judge the 
utilities' core procurement efforts on the 
basis o·f their overall portfolio
management. 

This order will address directly only those issues 
related to the first of these goals .. · A second decision, which will 
follow in the near future, will deal with the remaining issues. 

II. QYgRVlE\rf. 

The comments which we have received in this docket 
reflect recent events in the California gas market,. and indicate to.: 
us, more than ever, the central ilnportance of the question of how 
to allocate access to· pipeline capacity, at both the. intrastate and,' 

interstate levels.. 'l'he event which brouCjht the' capacitY.allocation·'· 
issue to. the fore was the implementation on July 1, 19S8', of new 
rates on the El Paso Natural Gas (El Paso) pipeline.. The new rates I 

include an "'unbundlingW of the pipeline's charges for mainline 
transportation, gathering, and processing, and represent a , . 

significant overall increase- over prior rates~·· This restructuring 
of El Paso's rates-has resulted in ec:onomicincentives- tor 
interruptible shippers on: the El Pas()osystem, including PG&E and 
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Socal, to purchase Noff-systemN gas at the points where El Paso 
interconnects with other pipelines, instead of gas from producers 
who are directly connected to the El Paso system. In addition, gas 
demand in california has been high, fueled by a strong economy and 
the second year of a drought, which has dramatically increased the 
demand for gas in electric utility powerplants. There has also 
been increasing pressure to maximize the use of gas, and to 
minfmize the use of dirtier alternate fuels, in regions of the 
state which suffer from poor air quality.l The fmpact of these 
developments has been to produce capacity bottlenecks at the 
receipt points into the El Paso system where the most' economical 
gas can be purchased. Shippers who now have lower priority on 
El Paso's queue for interruptible transportation have experienced 
great difficulty in moving the most economical gas to customers in 
california. As a result of these problems, we have been asked to 
take action whic~ essentially would result in the realloeation of 
pipeline capacity to, californi~.2 

The problem of pipeline capacity allocation also stands 
out as the leading unresolved iss~e when we review from a broad 
perspective our efforts to restructure the gas industry in 
california. We have recognized,. virtually from the beginning of 
our restructuring efforts, that ul tilnately our program will require 
some means to make firm transportation available to all 

1 see, for example, 0.88-08-052, an emergency order desiqned to 
minimize the curtailment of gas· service during the peak SlJ1og' season 
in the Los Angeles· area. 

2 See the NJoint . Elnergency Motion of Mock Resources, Inc. and 
the california Industrial Group- Requesting that the Commission .. , 
Direct Southern california Gas Company and Paci:tic Gas and Electric; 
Company to Develop a Plan to Use their Interruptible Interstate 
Transportation Capacity on Behalf of Noncore CUStomers and their 
Suppliers,· filed October 14, 1988 • 
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shippe4s. 3 Access to more reliable pipeline capacity is 
necessary in order to provide end us~rs with a wider range of 
options for contracting for gas supplies on a long-term basis. A 
broader ability to- make long-term gas supply arrangements, with 
associated firm transportation, will eneourage long-term 
investments in the development of new gas reserves, and will widen 
the scope of the gas-to-gas competition which our program has 
sought consistently t~ foster. Obviously~firm transportation to 
california involves the interstate pipelines regulated by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), as well as the 
distribution companies which are subject to our jurisdiction. The 
complex issues surrounding the need to coordinate capacity 
allocation on both the intrastate and interstate pipelines, as well:. 
as delays in the restructuring of the pipeline-distributor 
relationship, have long prevented us from mOving forward to make 
firm transportation more widely available. 4 

We believe that the moment has arrived to take this 
• long-delayed step, and to- begin to establish an economieally 

efficient means to provide shippers other than the utilities with 
firm transportation for gas m.oving: to' California. This opportunity.: 
may soon be available, for several reasons. First, there are 
ongoing settlement d.iscussions in El'Paso's current general rate 
case; the resolution of this· ease should provide the restructuring' 
of El Paso's relationship with its california utility customers 
necessary to make firm transportation more widely available. We 
anticipate that PG&E and SoCal will convert a portion of their firm .. 
sales entitlements on El Paso to firm transportation rights. In 
add.ition, we are working to ensure that the El Paso settlement 

• 
3. See R.86-06-00&, pp. 21-22, and D.86-1Z";OlO,pp·. 3.3-41. 

4 See D.86-12-010, pp. 40-41; I.S7-03-036-, pp. 5-6; D.87-10-043-,. 
pp. 25-26; and 0.87-12-03.9, p.. lOS • 
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provides the utilities with the opportunity to obtain the right to 
assign firm transportation rights to other parties. Similar 
flexibility may be obtained in the upcoming transwestern pipeline 
general rate case~ Thus, the stage could be set for the 
development of a method whereby the utilities will be able to 
assign their firm capacity riqhts to whoever wishes t~ obtain firm 
transportation to California. Second,. we believe that the FERC is 
likely to be receptive to allowing California to develop, at least 
on a trial basis, a capacity allocation program for the pipelines 
which supply the state. As we will discuss. further below, we 
believe that a coordinated intra/interstate capacity allocation 
program will require FERC concurrence, at least to the extent of 
appr;oving the settlements under which. the California ut;;'lities will 
be able to assign their :firm transportation rights on, the 
interstate pipelines. The most expeditious and efficient means of ' 
obtaining this approval appears to be as a part of settlements of 
current general rate cases or gas inventory charge (GIC) eases • 

Given this situation,. we strongly believe that our first 
order of business should be to investigate and to establish the 
details of how an integrated intra/interstate capacity allocation 
program will function. We intend to have a' program ready to put 
into place once FERC acts to provide the necessary concurrence in 
the current pipeline cases or other approp:r;:iate torums. The 
program will also deal expeditiously with the basic problem 
underlying the troubles faced this .su:m:mer by noncore customers SUch., 

as the members of the California Industrial Group (CIG), and by 
marketers such as Mock F.esources~ Moreover, we believe that 
progress on the capacity allocation question will help to resolve 
many of the disputes evident on this record concerning other 
procurement issues. Fundamentally, the. utilities' current superior; 
access to both tim and- interruptible pipeline capacity 'has 
generated the need to, place restrictions on the utilities' 
procurement activities in the noncore market. We believe that a 
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market-based capacity allocation program, providing efficient'and 
equitable access to firm transportation, will calln lnuch of the 
debate on how to structure the utilities' noncore procurement , 
activities, a debate which encompasses the Tussing proposal, core 
election, the marketing of excess core supplies, multiple supply 
portfolios, 30-day firm procurement, and standby charges. 
Therefore, this decision will focus on the general outlines of the 
capacity allocation program which we intend to, investigate in :ore 
detail in the immediate future. In general, we prefer to· defer 
lnakinq sig'nificant ehanges in the current structure of the 
utilities' procurement activities, until we tackle what we see as 
the more fundamental problem of capacity allocation. 

III. nm J0RlQt\'-BASEP N.TPQlTXON or PlPELXNE CAPAcm 

In R.SS-OS-01S- we expressed support for the idea,. which 
Socal had proposed in I.S,7-0J.-036,'of, a system to-allocate on a 
coordinated basis both intrastate and interstate pipeline 'capacity ... ", 
Under the Socal plan, the allocation would be market-based, usin<; 
customer bids to pay for priority of access to-capacity. We stated 
in the rulemakinq order ,that core customers shoula have fir~t 
access to pipeline capacity; as a result, we also expressed the 
view that core elect customers should pay for the high priority 
access to pipeline capacity which accompanies service' from the core 
portfolio. We proposed: that the revenues from capacity priority 
bids should be used to offset the noncore market's share or 
intrastate transmission and interstate pipeline demand charges. We'" 
also supported the proposal of Sallnon Resources and M?Ck Resources 
(Sallnon/Mock) to,give long-term- transportation eustomers--those 
with contracts whose original term is five years or more--the right 
to- match whatever priority charge- is necessary in order for them< ~<> ',~ 
maintain their place in the- priority queue. ,We asked tor comments, • 
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on a number of issues on which we did not express 
including: 

a view,. 

1) The federal issues raised by the 
coordinated auctioning of intrastate and 
interstate pipeline capacity~ 

2) How core elect customers should pay for the 
hi~h priority access to. pipeline capacity 
wh~chthey receive as part of the utility'S 
core portfolio~ 

3) Whether capacity should be allocated on a 
pipeline-specific or on an overall system
wide basis; 

4) The impact of the operational differences 
between the SoCal and, PG&E systems; and 

S) The appropriateness of recent changes in 
the end.-use priority applicable to the 
steaming operations of enhanced oil 
recovery (EOR) customers. 

A~ ,:'be Heed. Peasibility, and Timing of em Allocation lfeehaniS'ID. 
The commentsf'iled on R:.se-Os.-OlS continue tosho'W'.broad 

support for the idea of a co~rdinated, market-based mechanism to 
allocate both intrastate and interstate pipeline capacity. 
Significantly, PG&E has now embraced. the concept, and is working 
actively to prepare a comprehensive proposal. SUpport also comes 
from SoCal, from' wholesale customers. such as San Diego Gas & 
Electric Company (SDG&E) and the cities. of Long Beach' and Palo 
Alto, from a representative of large users (CIG), from the' brokers 
salmon/Mock and Trigen Resources ('1'rigen), and from the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) ~ 'I'ranswestern Pipeline states that it is', .... 
willing to work wi th the' Commission and other california parties in:. 
ord.er to· develop the concept. Rather than elaborate· on the 
supporting comments, our discussion in, this section will focus on 
the arguments of those who disagree with the direction of' 
R.88-08-018 on this issue, and. on the debate on ""how far, how 
tast?.. to proceed. 

- 9 -
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Several parties did question the need for a single, 
coordinated mechanis~ to allocate both intrastate and interstate 
pipeline capacity. The Canadian Producer Group, (CPG) argues that 
no capacity constraints exist on the PG&E system, and therefore 
that the implementation of such a mechanism for PG&E is unnecessary 
at this time.. The CPG believes that, in a situation where such a 
~echanism is not needed, it will function only to collect premiums 
from risk-averse customers, and that recycling these premiums t~ 
other noncore customers will only create confusing signals to both 
the utility and its customers.. Tbe answer to the capacity 
bottlenecks on the El Paso system, the CPG believes, lies in the 
reformation of El Paso,' s new rate structure. 'l'be consumer 9'X'oup
TORN recommends that a bidding system for capacity priority be 
limited to the purpose for which it was conceived in earlier staqes; 
of our restrueturing proqram--determininq which customers are 
curtailed in the event of pipeli~e capacity constraints. The state 
Department of General Services (OOS) wants to- retain the current 
end-use priority system" in recognition of the' requirements of 
PUblic Utilities Code Section 2771,. and. because OGS believes that, 
the current syste~' is still workable. OGS would allow bidding for " 
priority only within each of the current priority classes. In a 
similar vein, Southern California Edison (Edison) cautioned us to

clarify the relationship between a capacity allocation mechanism 
and the end-use priority system. 

Parties also commented· on the administrative feasibility 
of auctioning pipeline capacity.. The Industrial Users believe that', 

the administrative complexity of capacity auctioninq raises serious 
questions about the feasibility of the idea. ~ suggests that _it:,', 
would be prudent to' experim.ent with l:>iddinq as a means to- allocate 
capacity during curtailments, before expanding the concept to 
include access to- capacity at all times. Even SoCal, which first 
proposed such a mechanism alm.ost a year ago, maintains that the 
administrative requirem.ents are·substantial~· and cites the lflany 
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other administrative changes which it must implement in order t~ 
I 

accommodate the new requlatory framework. SoCal believes tha~ it 
will not be able to accept capacity priority bids until 9 or 10 
months after a COJIlll\ission order authorizing such a system.. SoCal 
also believes that a system which allocates capacity on a pipeline
specific basis is "unworkable for the forseeable future.'" 5oCal's 
estimate of the time required to implement such a system drew a 
strong reply from CIG. CIG recites the long history of Commission 
support for a capacity priority charge based on ~idding, and notes 
that SoCal itself proposed an integrated priority charge mechanism , 
in February, 1988. CIG also mentions the active discussions over' 
the past six months of an "'interim'" mechanism to allocate 
qranc1fathered interruptible rights, stating that the'details of 
implementing such an arrangement would be very s~ilar t~ a 
capacity allocation program for firm transportation. CIG believes 
that these circumstances indicate that the california utilities 

, , 

have been "on notice" that an integrated capacity allocation 
proqram. will be adopted, and should be able to implement such a 
program within 60 days of the receipt of the necessary FERC 
approvals. If the utilities cannot meet sueh a schedule, CIG 
believes that a substantial portion of the utilities' pipeline 
demand charges should be assigned to the shareholders. 

CIG,. Salmon/Mock" an~ Aglanc:1 Energy Se:rvices (Agland)' 
believe that the Commission can,' and' should, take ilnmediate'action 
to order the utilities to use' their 9%'andfathered, interrupti})le' 
capacity rights "'on behalf of "'non core customers .. S SUch an' 
"'interim" step would be possible without FERC approval, CIG and 
Salmon/Mock argue, based upon what they believe are recent liberal 

5 This is the proposal which CIG and M~k advanced in their 
October 14 joint emergency motion (see footnote Z, alX>ve), and 
which they renew in their comments. in this docket • 
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FERC interpretations of the Hon behalf ofH requirement of 
Section 311 of the Natural Gas Policy Act (NGPA), and. und.er the 
condition that the utilities temporarily take title to the gas 
while it is moving on the interstate system. 6 Agland suggests 
several ways in which such a program could make use of the 
utilities' existing administrative procedures.. These parties 
believe that such an HintertmH program would. allow noncore 
customers to improve their access to pipeline capacity immediately, 
until a permanent capacity allocation program, based upon firm 
transportation rights, can be established. 

Administrative and lC9al objections have :been raised to. 
the HintertmH program of CIG, Salmon/Mock, and Agland. Socal 
believes that such a program is more complicated than it can handle 
now, due to the current lack of information trom the pipelines 
which would.:be n~cessary for Socal to managethe allocation ot 
capacity at nwnerous receipt points. PG&E urges the Commission te>. 
focus on a long-term solution,' rather than: waste time now seeking a 
Nquick fix.· CPG disputes the assertion that the HinterimH pr~ 

, , ' 

would not :be subject to· FERC jurisdiction. In CPG's View, use by 

the california utilities ot their q-randfatbered capacity rights Hon 
behalf of" certain 'shippers would' run afoul of the section 311 , 
rules and FERC standards for non-discriminatory transportatio~ .. 7 

6. The primary nRC orcier,whichCIG and salmon/Mock cite as 
permitting their proposal is Hadson ~AS Systems. Ine., 44 F.E.~C. 
p. 61,082 (19SS). 

7 CPG notes that the rules for Section l11 transportation' 
(lS u.s.c. Section 33.71) allow only certain types of 
transportation, includinq transportation by an, interstate pipeline' 
on behalf of a local distribution company or' intrastate pipeline.· ' 
CPG contends, :that, Section 311, makes no reference to transportation 
Hon behalf otN an end user, such as a noncore customer of a ,-
california utility. CPG does not· ':believe that such users can be . ' 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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The CPG contenas that the FERC is unlikely to accept an arranqement 
which skirts the section 311 rules through the artifice of a 
temporary transfer of title to the California utilities. 

Many parties, including SoCal, PC&E, CIG, CPG, and ORA, 
state that FERC .concurrence in the settlements of pipeline cases 
will be necessary in order to implement a capacity allocation or 
Nbrokerinq" mechanism basea on the utilities' firm transportation 
rights. Several commenters note that this Commission itself, in 
its comments to the FERC on the capacity brokerinq Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR), has recognized that consistency between 
Commission and FERC rules is necessary before capacity brokering 
can be imp1ementec.i in California. 

Discussion: We believe that a market-based capacity 
allocation program is desirable,. feasible, and. can be implemented 
in the near future. The major benefits of such: a mechanism are not 
as a Nquick fixN to the problems which were experienced this s'll:rllller 
on the El Paso system, which we view a$ c.iue largely to the 

implementation of a new rate c.iesign on that system.. Instead,. such 
a mechanism wou~d supply an important missing piece from our new 
requlatory structure: access to lnore reliable pipeline· capacity 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
the Non behalf ofN entities, as the CIG/Salmon/Mock proposal 
requires. CPG. a1:so comments that the issue .in the Hadson case,. on 
which CIG and Sallnonf,Moek rely, was how remote from a transaction 
the Non behalf of" utility could be while still pentitting.the 
transaction to go forward. The case does not address the issue of 
whether an JPon behalf ofJP local distribution company (such as a 
california utility) could itself· implement transportation fora 
shipper other than one selected in accordance with FERC standards 
for non-discrimination. CPC believes that the HAd§OD case. does· not 
sanction a california utility improvinga·shipper's rights to .. 
capacity on El Paso, tOl: example, beyond what that shipper already.' 
posesses under the current FERC allocation scheme·.. . . 

- 13 -
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for a wider range of gas producers, shippers, and end users. 
Improved access to firm transportation would encourage the long
term supply arrangements which are necessary to support investments 
in finding and developing new gas supplies. The attractiveness of 
the California market to, gas suppliers will be increased as the 
scope of possi~le supply arrangements expands. The greater variety 
of transactions will stimulate gas-to-gas competition, ~o the 
benefit of the ultimate consumer. 

Our long-term perspective on the benefits of market-based 
capacity allocation has important implications for how we' will 
proceed to develop such a mechanism., First, we doubt the wisdom of 
attempting to put an Winteril'nw program. into place immediately, as 
CIG and Salmon/Mock urge. The preponderance of the legal analysis 
presented in the comments shows that ultimately our program may 
require at least the FERC's concurrence in the pipeline general 
rate cases and GIC proceedings. In addition, CPG.I's analysis of the 
NGPA section 311 rules and, the Hadsop case convinces us that the 
legality of the proposed Winterimw program is debatable. In, 
addition, we recognize that the implementation of any new capacity 
allocation scheme will be complex. Although we do aqree with the 
CIG that SoCal's administrative requirements seem excessive, WE: 

cannot iqnore the administrative burden on the utilities. ,As a 
result, we preter to proceed to implement one permanent mechanism, 
rather than to force the utilities to change their administrative 
and operating procedures twice--once for an NinterimN program, ,and 
again for the NfinalN one. Generally, we think it best to pursue 
the program for which there is the most widesl'read support within 
California. That program. is a market-based ,allocation mechanism, 
with the utilities obtaining the ability to assiqn on an economic 
basis the firm transportation rights which they will have under the' 
FERC's Order 500. 

We d.o realize that lower priority interruptlble shippers' 
such as eIG and salmon/Mock have faced,. and may again, face, 

, , 
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significant problems with access to capacity. Therefore, we will 
proceed quickly to develop the details of our capacity allocation 
program, so that the mechanism can be implemented expeditiously 
once the necessary federal approvals are received.8 We will set 
an implementation goal of 90 days after the receipt of these 
approvals. We agree with CIG that the period which SoCal claims to 
require to implement this program is excessively long, considering 
that SoCal itself proposed a similar system almost a year ago. 
This decision will discuss the general framework for our proqram.,. 
will outline the issues whiCh remain to be resolved, and will order 
the utilities to file detailed proposals consistent with this 
framework, within 60 days from today. We will hold hearings on 
these plans promptly after they have be.en filed. We will also, 
order the utilities to pursue the necessary FERC concurrence in the 
appropriate pipeline general rate eases, GIC proceedings, or other' 
FERC forums; in the record of this case,. both PGGcE andSocal have' 
made commitments to pursue these approvals • 
B. I}le Fx:NDeW9rk 0' the Program 

The record in this case is obviously not detailed enough 
for us to specify completely the market-based capacity allocation 
mechanism which we wish to see adopted. However, R.8S-0S-01S,did 
generate considerable commentary on many of the important elements 
of such a program. We do, have enough' information to adopt a 
general framework :for the program, and to-' specify the unresolved 
issues which we want the utilities to cover in the proposals which :, 
we are ordering them to- file. 

8 We are also aware that CIG', Mock, other concerned shippers,. 
and'the utilities are continuing to discuss other measures to 
facilitate third-party transportation,. measures which would be , 
easier to.., implement than a capacity allocation scheme. We continue' 
to support and to encourage these discussions." 
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1. General Principles. Although some parties criticized 
as NvagueN PG&E's principles for an integrated capacity allocation 
mechanism, we believe that, with very little modification, they are 
appropriate for the general framework of our proqr~. PG&E's 
principles reflect the goals of our new regulatory structure, 
recognize the need for the capacity allocation mechanism to be 

acceptable to the PERC, and are consistent with our perspective, 
stated above, on the benefits of a capacity allocation proqr~. As 

we read them, casting them into· terms applicable to Socal as well 
as to PG&E, these principles are: 

1) The program should help to, meet core 
procurement goals through encouraging gas
to-gas competition. 

2) Core-elect customers should pay for the 
secure access to-pipeline capacity which 
core portfolio service provides. 

3) The, program should be consistent with the 
capacity rights which'the utilities have on 
the interstate pipelines which serve them, 
including the firm transportation rights 
which they may acquire in current pipeline 
cases" under the ,nRC's Order SOO 
regulations. 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

The firmness of the capacity allocated to a 
noncore customer under this program should 
be independent of whethertbat customer 
purchases gas from the utility or from 
another supplier .. 

Noncore customers should have the 
flexibility tOo 'coordinate the integrated 
access to pipeline capacity with the 
storage banking services available as a 
result of D.88-11-034. 

The costs of access to firmer. pipeline 
capacity should be borrie by thosenoncore 
customers who benefit. , 

The value of capacity allocated to noncore 
customers should be determined by a market-
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8) 

9) 

based mechanism, not by a cost allocation 
process. 

The program should encourage the maximum 
efficient use of transportation capacity 
over the long term. 

The integrated capacity allocation 
mechanism must be acceptable to both the 
commission and the FERC. 

The capacity allocation proposals which we will order PG&E and 
SoCal to submit must be consistent with these principles. We hope 

in the remainder of this order to begin to. dispel any of the 
*vagueness* which lingers about these principles. As guidance to 
the parties and to stimulate discussion, we will offer in the 
sections which follow our preliminary, thoughts on some ot the 
issues which the utilities' proposals 'must address. 

z. Speci:ficity o:f the Ulocation. R .. 88-0S-01S raised 
the issue of whether the capacity allocation mechaniSlD. will 
funetion to allocate pipeline capacity on a,pipeline-specific 
basis. SoCal and TORN tear that such specificity :may be ditticul t 
to administer~ SoCal's original proposal only contemplated 
allocating capacity to transport-only customers as a group. 
However, PG&E proposes to focus its program not only on an 
allocation of capacity to. specific pipelines, but to. the various 
producing areas which each pipeline serves. PG&Ebelieves that 
each producing area has *difterent capacity constraints and 
supply/demand/cost relationships, resulting in different priority-;, 
values to. PG&E's core portfolio customers and to. transport 
customers. * SDG&E: and 'I'rigen c~ncur with the need: tor a pipeline
specific allocation. CIG also agrees, and makes the ilnportant 
observation that bidding for capacity only makes sense it a 
customer has already lined up, a supplier at a price certafn, and 
therefore has· in tact locked itself into a pipeline-specific route. 
In addition, CIG notes. that the PERC's capacity broker:i.ng NOPR 
appears to require a pipeline-specitic.allocation • 

. 
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We agree with these parties that a workable program 
probably will have to allocate capacity at least on a pipeline
specific basis, and perhaps to each producing area served by a 
particular pipeline, due to the significant differences between 
producing areas. We acknowledge that the greater the specificity 
of the allocation, the larger the, problem o.f admi~istering the 
system. An important element in our review cf the utilities' 
proposals will be to. determine the appropriate balance between 
specificity and administrative feasibility. 

3. Treatment of the Core Portfolio. There was no. 
disagreement with the idea that core customers should have the top 
priority to. pipeline capacity.9 As we will discuss at length 
later in this order, we continue to-believe, given the current 
circumstances in the industry, that the utilities should continue 
to. offer a core elect option to. noncore customers. Core elect 
customers will have to pay for the preferential access to. pipeline 
capacity which they will receive as participants in the core 
portfclio. Having settled that, the next questiol'l is how much 
flexibility to allow the utility in its use of pipeline capacity to. 
serve the core po.rtfolio. The basic problem is illustrated by the 

extreme viewpoints. At one end, as Salmon{Mock ad.vocate, we could 
require the utilities to. relinquish all pipeline capacity that is 
in excess of core (priority 1 and ZA) requirements. As several 
parties noted, such a requirement could cause the relinquished 
rights to. be lost permanently to whoever was next on the FERC queue: 
for firm transportation. The relinquishment,cf excess capacity 
could result in alack of pipeline capacity t~ serve wpeakdayw 

9 As stated in R.88-08-01S·,. this should include access to. 
capacity needed to move vclumesto· be injected in~~o. storage to. 
provide core protection. These vclumes would be ~ased upon the 
wfinal* stcrage targetadcpted by the utility pursuant to. our new 
gas storag'e pr09'ram. (see D.88-l.1'-:034, Pl>." 2-l.5-) • 
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core demands caused by unexpectedly cold weather. The core could 
also suffer from the utility's lack of flexi~ility to shift core 
purchases as gas prices change. The opposite viewpoint is socal's 
assertion that it has no "excess" capacity rights, because it may 
in the future need full pipelines, presumably as well as maximum 
storage withdrawals, to meet "peak day" core needs. This assertion 
suggests that Socal is unwilling to implement a capacity allocation 
scheme based upon firm transportation rights, because Socal's core' 
customers may need to '\lse all of those rights on a few very cold 
days. 10 Such a position undermines our goal of making reliable 
transportation more widely available, and ignores ways of reaching." 
that goal while protecting what we agree is the utility's critical; 
responsibility to supply "peak day" core needs. 

The answer lies. between these two. viewpoints.. We clearly 
do not want the utilities to relinquish their firm capacity rights,. 
due to the risk that the rights might be lost permanently. We 
prefer them to. assign those rights to other parties for a defined 
perioQ and und.er specified terms and conditions.. Our real problem 
is to determine what terms and conditions are necessary to. attach ': 
to capacity allocation so. that core consumers will be adequately 
protected, yet· noncore customers will have access to- more reliable' 
transportation through purchasing assigned capacity. Clearly, this 

, ' 

will be an important issue in the next stage of this. proceeding, 
one that we expect the utilities to. highlight in' their proposals .. 

At this. stage, we have some preliminary thoughts on how 
to strike this balance. We believe that the utilities should 
attach a condition'to. all assigned capacity which allows them to. 
recall that capacity to. meet "peak day" core needs. We would 

10 SoCal admits that it does not need its full interstate 
pipeline capacity to serve core needs "'the vast majority of the 
time." 
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expect the utilities to inform the customers to whom they assign 
capacity how often they expect to· exercise that recall right~ based 
upon historical experience. We also suspect that the utility 
should retain a limited amount of flexibility to shift their core 
portfolio purchases among pipelines and producing areas, or to 
increase their total core portfolio purchases if demands exceed 
forecasts. 11 For example, under our core procurement guidelines, 
most of the gas purchased for the core portfolio will be long-term. 
supplies. Many of the long-term supplies which the utilities now 
purchase have prices which are fixed for a year. We anticipate 
that the utilities should be able readily to determine, looking 
ahead for a year, what pipeline capacity they will require to 
deliver such supplies. Our procurement guidelines have also 
suggested that the utilities should purchase some short-term or . 
spot gas for the core portfolio. These are the purchases for which 
the utilities may need the most flex~ility in their access to 
pipeline capacity • 

4. The capacity Requirements.. of Wholesale customers. 
We continue to· believe, as stated in R.88-08-01S., that the core 
loads of wholesale customers must share, with the core load of the 

, '. 

primary utility, top priority to pipeline capacity. We concur with 
Palo Al to~ s com:ment that this means that wholesale core loads willi, 
have parity of access to capacity with the core load of the pr~ 
utility. 

Although the idea of parity of access to capacity for 
wholesale core loads is settled~ there may remain some dispute on ' 
how to implement this concept. Our recent ,storage decision 
provided one model for determining how much pipeline capacity 

11 This is apparently what TORN has in mind when it urges us to 
provide the core portfolio with the .top priority to enough capacity 
IPto ensure ef:!·icient systemoperations •. 1P 
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should be allocated to wholesale core loads (see D.8~-11-034, 
p.20). We allowed a wholesale customer to have access to storage 
capacity equal to the proportion of the primary utility's fixed 
costs of storage which are allocated to that wholesale customer's 
core load, base~ upon our allocation factor for storage costs (peak 
season cold year sales). SDG&E has suggested another method~ using 
the relative cost allocations for service for core ~ nonC9~ 
customers. 12 From its total allocation for both the core and the 
noncore, the wholesale utility would then make its own decision on 
the amount of capacity needed for core service. The capacity 
remaining after this choice would then be allocated according to a . 
bidding procedure. SDG&E is willing to place itself at risk for 
the capacity costs allocated to the amount of core transmission 
which it chooses, in order to remove any doubts that it might claim 
a greater amount of core capacity than. necessary. We are attracted;; 
to SDG&E's proposal, because it appears consistent with our desire 
that wholesale customers have the primary responsibility to serve 
their core customers, as well as the tools and the flex:il>ili ty 
necessary to carry out that duty_ The capacity allocation 
proposals which the primary utilities will file should address the 
treatment of wholesale core loads, including. cOIllll1ents on· SDG&E's 
plan. 

SOG&E perceptively raises another implication of 
wholesale core parity: what if a utility and its wholesale 
customers desire access to pipe'line capacity to purchase core 
supplies in a certain producing area~ in a quantity that is qreate~ 

, 

than the amount of pipeline capacity available to that area? OUr . 

initial reaction is that a pro-rata allocation, based upon total 
core loads of each utility, would be fair .. 

12 For pipeline capacity, these allocations· are based upon cold 
year sales .. 
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s. Treatment of Revenues f:rOJll a Capacity Allocation 
Mecbanism. The comments which we have received raise no strong 
objections to- the proposal in R.SS-OS-01S that revenues from a 
capacity allocation mechanism should be used t~ offset both 

intrastate transmission costs and interstate pipeline demand 
charges assiqned t~ the noncore class. However, we suspect that a 
number of different approaches may develop on this issue, and we dOt 
not want at this time to- restrain the debate. eIG does suggest an 
upfront credit to noncore customers base a upon utility forecasts of 
these revenues, with a balancing account t~ ensure that the utility 
is kept Whole if the forecast is inaccurate. We believe that the 
CIG suggestion deserves. further scrutiny, as we agree with CIG that, 

the up-front credit would have the important benefit of limitinq: 
price-signal distortions which mig'htresult from a lag :between when 
a customer bids for capacity, and when that customer sees the 
results of the bidding in his rate. 

6. coqeneration Parity and the End-use Priority System. 

In this order we are proposing a significant exp'ansion of the 
"'priority charge'" concept which we. have discussed in several 
decisions since D.86-12-010. The market-based mechanism which we 
want to develop will not: only decide the curtailment order ·if 
capacity constraints develop, but will also serve to allocate 
access to firm transportation capacity. There are several 
statutory requirements which the utilities must consider in 
designing their mechanisms. One is the wcoqeneration parityw 
requirement of Public utili ties Code ,section 454.7,. which mandates 
that the commission provide coqeneration with the highest possible 
priority. The second is the end-use priority system established 
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~ pursuant to Public Utilities Code Sections 277l-2774. 13 We have 
previously coneluded that an eeonomically-based priority system for 
noncore customers is consistent with this statute, and have deeided 
that end-use priorities should be used among customers paying the 
same (or zero) priority charge .. 14 At this time, we believe that 
these conclusions can continue to apply to a capacity allocation 
mechanism. For example, under a pipeline-specific allocation, for 
customers who pay the same for capacity on a particular pipeline, 
we propose to use the end-use system to" determine priority among 
these users. This may also satisfy the requirements of Section 
454.7, as well, because cog-enerators would be assured ot a higher 
priority than other noncore customers who· pay a similar price for 
capacity. 

• 

• 

7. Capacity :Priority for EDd-users with LoD9-ter.m. 

Transportation contracts. R..88-08-018 favored· a Salmon/Moek 
proposal to give customers with long-term· transportation aqreexnents: 
signed after December 3, 1986, 'the right to match whatever priority, 
charge is necessary to- allow them to maintain their plaee in the 
priority queue .. l5 Several parties continue to disa9-ree with this 
idea .. SOG&Eargues that EOR customers with special low rates 
should not be allowed to bid for priority along with Nothernoncore 
customers who carry their full weight· in rates.N Unless EOR: 

13 For example, Edison raised in its comments the need to clarity: 
the relationship between a capacity allocation mechanism, such as 
Socal proposed, and the' end-use priority systelll' required in these 
Public Utilities Code seetions. 

14 See D.86-12-010, pp .. 119-12"3. 

15 We defined a Nlong-term transporterW as a transportation 
customer with a contract that has an origi1lb.1 term. ot ti ve or more 
years. customers wi thlong-term ·transportation contracts signed on,· 
or before December 3,. 1986, would have their capacity priority 
defined according to- the policy we set out in D.S-7-l2-039 • 
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customers are willing to pay "full fare", they should have the 
lowest priority to capacity. SoCal, with the CIG's concurrence, is 
at the other end of the spectrum on this issue: Socal renews its 
ar9UlUent, which we rejected in R.SS-OS-01S, that long-term 
transporters should have the highest priority among all noncore 
customers, due to the commitment which they have made to stay on 
the utility's system. PG&E takes a middle ground: it does not 
disagree with the Salmon/Mock matching idea, but suggests that this 
should not be the only option. PG&E believes that the- dependable' 
revenue stream of a long-term transportation commitment has a value 
which may not be reflected accurately by requiring such a customer.' 
to match bids made by customers who may have a much shorter ttme 
horizon. 

~e continue not to see a need to give long-term 
transporters the automatic highest priority access to capacity 
among noncore customers, as SoCal and CIG propose. We note that 
the Cogenerators. of Southern california (esC), which filed. comments 
on behalf of ,several EOR cogeneration projects with long-term 
transportation contracts, states that its members are willing to 
pay for access to capacity, so long as they have the opportunity to 
match the bids paid by utility electric generation (OEG) customers. 
We also reject SDG&E"s position, which is plainly inconsistent with 
our long-held commitment that EOR transportation customers should" 
be able to "buy up" in priority. PG&E is welcome in its capacity , 
allocation proposal to'present another option for dealing with 
long-term transporters, so long as, that plan falls between the 
extremes which we have rej'ected. 

8. A Secondary KarJcet :tor capacity. We urge the 
utilities to consider in their proposals the provision of a 
secondary market for assigned capacity.. We bel,ieve that a 
secondary market could increase signi!fieantly the efficiency of al1J 

allocation system. It would provide "a second opportunity: for 
parties who bid too low in the original auction for the capacity 
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~ whieh they need. Conversely, parties who purehase too much 
capacity, or whose capacity needs chan~e between primary auctions, 
would have the opportunity to layoff exeess capacity in the 
secondary market. We also suggest that capacity sub-assigned in 
the secondary market must retain all recall riqhts which were 
attached to the original assignment agreement. 

• 

• 

c.. ~X'e Ele£tion 
A major issue posed in R.88-08-01S is how core elect 

customers shoUld pay for their superior access to capacity. Before 
we discuss the specific comments on this issue" we need to address 
the threshold question of whether to retain the core elect option. 
salmonfMock and ORA both propose that core election should ~ 
eliminated. 

Salmon/Mock agree that core elect customers should pay 
for the access to capacity which they receive as participants in 
the core portfolio.. However, 5almon/Mock ~lieve that charging 
core elect customers tor such access is an Wextremely difficult an4 
complex task.w Salmon/Moek believe that all three of the payment 
proposals suggested in R .. 8S-0S-01S: would result in core elect 
customers receiving the same treatment as core customers with 
respect to capacity , without paying the full costs of core service., 
As a result, 5almonf,Mock argue that core election should De 

eliminated, and that all noncore customers should have a one-tilne 
opportunity to become core customers, and to pay a bundled core 
rate .. 

ORA also believes that providing a core elect option is 
overly complex. In addition'to the issue of paying for pipeline 
capacity access, DRA cites. the related problem of the core elect 
paying for the access which they receive to storage capacity. DRA! 
also notes the still-unresolved question of how to. bill core elect: 
custo:mers when the actual core WACOGdiffers trom the forecasted.' 
price, ana possible problems with., the electric d.epartlnents of 
combined utilities who elect into the'eore~ DRAcites PG&E's 
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experience since May 1: ORA believes that the large ~ount of core 
election on the PG&E system has forced PG&E to purchase more 
expensive spot gas for the core portfolio~ driving up the actual 
core WACOG. ORA characterizes PG&E's core elect customers as 
Hprice ehasersH who are more interested in low prices than the 
supply security of the core portfolio,. ORA. thinks that the noncore 
customers' limited desire for supply security can be met through a 
noncore portfolio which may include long-term supplies; the price 
of this portfolio would vary every 30 days. More fundamentally, , 
ORA does not believe that core election provides the utilities with 
enough monopsony power to- lower significantly the core portfolio 
price, especially given what ORA sees as the evolution of the 
national gas market into Ha pure commodity marketH where long-term 
prices will track the spot market. Finally~ ORA warns the 
Commission that prices of canadian gas have not always been so low;: , 
five years ago, under a different regulatory regime, Canadian gas 
was california's most expensive supply source • 

CIG, SoCal, esc, Edison-, 'rtTRN, PG&E, and CPG all support 
retaining the core elect option. CIG submits. that core election, 
should be retained for the present" because it is the only source 
of supply security for noncore customers who are unable or 
unwilling to cope with the present lack of reliable transportation~ 
CIG disputes DRA's statement that all noncore customers are price 
chasers, citing the fact that, unlike the experience on thePG&E 
system, few of Socal's noncore customers elected into the core in 
August, when spot prices rose'above-SoCal's core WACOG. :en a 
similar vein, PG&E notes that its core elect customers had to 
choose that option when the core WACOG was higher than spot prices: .. 
Although there has ))eenlittle core election on the SoCal syste:n, 
SoCal, esc, ,and Edison all argue that it would be poor public 
policy to change' such a significant Hrule of the ga:meH so soon' 
after the new regulatory structure was implemented .. 
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~ TORN and PG&E present extensive arguments that core 

• 

• 

election is presently producing important benefits to both core and 
noncore customers. PG&E asserts that its negotiating experience 
with its Canadian suppliers indicates that core election provides 
the important bargaining chip of a broad-based, high load factor 
market that includes, customers with competitive options to gas 
service. PG&E recites the Commission decisions which established 
core election, to show that the mechanism is functioning just as it 
was intended to do. PG~E cites the significantly lower gas prices. 
which northern California has enjoyed in recent years, compared 
with southern California, as evidence of the, importance of this 
leverage. TURN discusses at length PG&E"s existing contractual 
relationship with its Canadian suppliers, in an effort to determine 
the likely impact of the abolition of core election on PG&E's core, 
customers and on prices in California as a whole.:. 'l'ORN notes that' 
without the leverage of the core elect market,. ~e Canadians. would·: 
be free to price their sales to the core market just below the 
competing supplies of long-term gas from the Southwest. Recently,.·' 
these alternative core supplies have been at· least $0·.50 per MMBtu 

, 

more expensive than the $l~al per MMBtu Canadian price.. 'I't1RNalso,' 
believes that 'r'ier 2 Canadian gas sold to the noncore portfolio 
would have tracked rising spot prices, which have been well above 
$1.81 per MMBtu for most of the past year. Thus, TORN concludes 
that core election has undoubtedly benefitted both PG&E's core and' 
noncore customers., and that it 'would be a· serious tactical error 
for the Commission to discard .. the· core elect option just a few 
months before PG&E begins the next annual· price redetermination. 
TORN thinks that the next price redetermination will provide an 
elnpirical test of whether core election will continue to produce· 
significantly lower gas costs for PG&E's market. TORN also 
confronts the longer-term qu.estion· ot whether california consumers 

. would be better off if the Commission took" action, such as ending' 
core election, to· make capacity available on the Pacific Gas 
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Transmission (PGT) pipeline. Such a step would be designed to 
stimulate competition among Canadian suppliers, in the hope that 
significant supplies could be obtained for much less than $1.81 per 
MMBtu. 'I'O'RN argues that regard.less of whether such cheap supplies 
are available, the impact of such a move would not fall evenly on 
all customers. Some noncore customers might benefit from cheaper 
Canadian spot gas, but the Alberta and Southern (A&S) producers 
could ask very high prices for the core supplies which PG&E must 
purchase to meet its 50% take-or-pay obligation to A&S. TORN fears 
that this could lead to a repeat of the take-or-pay problems which. 
have plaqued the El Paso system. TURN concludes: 

While a fully competitive gas market on both 
sides of the border may be in everyone's long-
term. best interests, TORN must caution that the 
l?ath selected to. pursue that goal is equally as 
l.mportant as the obj'ective itself. The 
shortest route :may not be the most, productive 
one if it leads over a cliff. 

TURN recommends that in the future the Commission should explore 
hoW' to attain, a fully competitive market for Canadian gas from 
which ~ customer classes can benefit. 

CPG presented the most vigorous defense of core election, .. 
CPG disputes DRA's suggestion that an assessment of core election. 
should be based upon the degree of monopsony power which core 
election provides to the utilities. CPG argues that the clear 
benefits which core election has provided to PG&E's ratepayers are 
the result of the large volume sales and high load, faetors which 
core election has made possible; in other words, core election 
allows the Canadian producers to-provide PG&:E with volu:me-rela~ed: 
discounts. These discounts, are not a function of market power, but:, 
are instead economies of seale and operation. CPG confirms PG&E's 
assertion of the importance of core election in last year's price, 
redetermination: 

CPG members' agreement to. sell gas to Alberta & 
Southern, for resale to PGT and then to PG&E's 
core portfolio, at a commodl.ty price of $1.8.1 
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per MMBtu for a full one-year term, was fully 
and consciously based on the premise that such 
a price would prove attractive enough to 
attract a very large volume of core-elect as 
well as core load, and thereby achieve a high 
load ~actor for wellhead sales. Without such 
an assurance of high volumes and load factors, 
the price of gas to the core portfolio would 
not have been, and cannot be, so attractive. 

CPG notes that ORA. argues that the large quantity of core election· 
on the PG&E system has forced PG&E to buy increasingly expensive 
spot gas to meet the core eleet load. CPG remarks that this effect 
is not due to core election, but to our policy of requiring that 
some spot gas be taken for the core market; CPG also asserts that 
the beneficial volume and load· factor effeets. of core election are ' 
much qreater than the increase due to the spot gas takes. 
Reqarding ORA's reminder that canadian gas was onCe very expensive,: 

. . 

CPG states that canadian proo.ucers, regulators, and government all· . 
recognize that canadian gas prices must be market-responsive in 
order to have access to U.S. markets. Finally" CPG joins PG&E' in 
protesting that aboliShing core election is not the way to deal 
with the complexities in our regulatory program which the core 
elect option may create. CPG. cites PG&E's new willingness, 
expressed in its comments in this docket, to develo~ a core elect 
charge based on the access to storage and,to pipeline capacity 
which these customers receive. This is the' way to deal with the 
core elect issue on its merits,. CPG believes, rather than by making 
a disruptive, fundamental change in the new regulatory structure. 
CPG contends that abolishingcore.election would "reinforce 
skeptiCism about regulatory credibility and consistency in 
cali:fornia. ir 

Discussion. We will retain the core elect option. 
FundalDentally, we, recognize the' need fora degTee of regulatory 
stability and consistency in our new program. We agree with esc 
that we need more experience, under a variety of circumstances, 
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with the new regulatory framework before making major modifications 
to it. We have recognized that core elect customers are not paying 
for the high priority access t~ storage and pipeline capacity which 
they receive. We believe that the responsible way to deal with 
this issue is to develop.an appropriate charge for this access. 
This confronts the problem on its merits, in an evolutionary way, 
without taking the revolutionary step of abandoning a procurement 
option which appears, based upon our limited experience to date, to 
have benefited a broad range of gas consumers. 16 Eliminating the 
core elect option at this time would cast doubt on the stability of 
the structure which we. have established. This would be precisely 
the wrong signal to send at a time when we are focusing on 
improving the attractiveness of the california market for long
term, secure supply arrangements. 

A central goal of our new regulatory structure has. been I 

to capture the benefits ot the more open and competitive gas market 
for All. gas consumers in California. We conceived the core elect 
option as an important element in reaching that goal~ and our 
limited experience t~ date indicates that it has worked. PG&E's 
customers enjoy the lowest gas prices in the state.. TORN's 
analysis of current gas supply arrangements demonstrates that, 
absent core election, the price ot canadian gas to, both the core 
and the noncore markets would be. much higher ... The parties on both 

sides of the last canadian gAS price redetermination make this 
assertion as well.. We agree with TORN that, given theeurrent. 
structure ot gas supply relati"onships, we should not throwaway 
what is now a si9'%lifieant bargaining chip_ lit .. 88-08-01S noted the I' 
problems which sales gas from the domestic pipelines has had in 

, 

1& This is also· the way we dealt with the same issue, concerning 
the access Of., core elect customers to storage eapaci ty,. in 
O.88-11-0l4. . 
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recent years in competing with Canadian supplies. Recently, socal 
has obtained one-year contracts for significant supplies from the 
SOuthwest at prices well below pipeline supplies, yet still above 
Canadian prices. Until the domestic suppliers are able t~ compete 
effectively with the Canadians, we may need to retain the 
bargaining leverage of core election in order to retain the 
benefits of economical Canadian supplies. 

We also find that the evidence to date is inconclusive on 
whether, as ORA suggests, noncore customers are simply price
seekers. CIG, which represents a number of noncore customers, 
notes that core election currently provides the many noncore 
customers who do· not want to transport their own gas with the only 
option for a secure gas supply. The theme of this order has been 
the need to increase- access to firm transportation, in order to 
allow noncore customers to· purchase and transport secure supplies .. 
However, there is clearly much to be accomplished before we can 
realize this goal,. and we agree with CIG that we need to retain the 
core elect option at least until a capacity allocation program is 
functioning. . 

Ul timately, our long-term perspective on core election is 

dependent on how the market develops once our capacity allocation 
mechanism is in place. What happens once access to firm 
transportation is increased will determine the future need for 
options such as core election. The market may develop new 
mechanisms for aggregating gas supplies which,. like core election" 
provide to all gas. consumers the benefits of competition among 9'a~;, 

supplies and among alternate fuels.. We agree with 'l"ORN that our 
reasons for retaining the core elect option at this time are based; 

on a tactical perspective; this perspective, however" does not 
detract from our current interest in using this, option to maintain 
mutually beneficial long-term. arrangements with willing producers. 

Returning to the design of a capacity alloeation 
mechanism, R.s.s-Oa-Ols'suggested three possible ways in which core 

- 3-1 - , . " ~. 
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elect customers might pay for their superior access to pipeline 
capacity: 

l) A cost-based surcharge on the core elect 
procurement rate would be set equal to the 
difference, on a per therm basis, between 
what the core and the noncore contribute to 
the utility's fixed costs for intrastate 
transmission and for pipeline demand 
charges. As a second-best alternative to 
no such surcharge, CPG supports this 
method, because it is the only one which is 
cost-based. CPG would exclude' from the 
surcharge intrastate transmission costs 
(which are not constrained) and all 
pipeline demand charges except those on PGT 
(which is the pipeline which carries the 
bulk of core supplies). 

2) The surcharge would be set at whatever 
level is necessary, based on the results of 
the capacity allocation auction,. to allow 
the utility to sequence the- supplies which 
it requires for the core portfOlio.. This 
concept receives preltminarysupport from 
Socal, SOG&E,. and CIG, and resembles the 
approach we used tor the core elect in our 
gas storage decision, 0.8.8.-11-034. 

3) Core elect customers themselves would bid 
tor capacity, on the same basis, as other 
noncore customers. If a core elect 
customer does not bid enou~h to obtain 
access to the: core portfo.ll.o, that customer 
would be charged the standby rate for 
service from the core portfolio.. 
salmon/Mock favor this alternative, if core 
election is retained. 

" 

PG&E believes that what customers pay for capacity under a capacity 
allocation mechanism will vary among pipelines and producing areaS,. 
as operational circumstances and spot market prices vary. PG&E 
comments that these price relationships may have little to do vi~ 
the costs o.f core portfolio. service" which is based upon long-term -. 
supplies that may be purchased from different sources. PG&E does, 
not suppo.rt AnY of the above al ternati ves, but promises that its 
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capacity allocation proposal will include a charge designed Nto 
cover properly allocated costs and reflect the benefits of such 
service without makin9' core-election prOhi})itively expensive.N 

We agree with the general principles whieh PG&E proposes 
for such a charge, but at this point there is clearly no consensus 
among the parties on how to set this charge. This issue should be 

covered in the utilities' proposals, and undoubtedly will be 

debated further in the hearin9's which will follow. 
D. 'Abe End-use Priority for Enhanced Oil' R~oveXY 

R.gS-OS-018 asked for comments on the debate which has 
arisen over the end-use priority of EOR customers. PG&E remarks 
that 0.86-12-010 reduced the end-use priority system to Pl-PS, and 
required that the curtailment order, for supply shortages shoula 
follow the existing end-use priorities. PG&E believes that it 
accurately implemented the intent of this order in its new tariffs;' 
by placing EOR steaming customers in Priority 4, along with other 
boiler fuel users with a peak day demand of 750 Mcfa or more. PG&E, 

argues that a change to the existing end-use system would' have been, 
required to place EOR users in' Priority 5, which is defined to be, 

for power plant serviee.. PG&E believes that its actions have been " 
fully consistent with the structure" of the end-use priority system", 
as established by Public Utilities Code Sections Z771 andZ77Z and 
relevant co:m:mission decisions. In Resolution G-Z8-19 (Au9Ust 1.0, 
1988), we approved a similar c:hanqe for SoCal, pending further 
review of the issue in this proceedinq., socal ,. s position in this 
case is that whatever priority is assiqned to' EOR customers, that 
priority should De unitorm statewide. 

UEG customers, joined by DGS, DRA, and CIG,. argue 
strongly that EOR ste~flood, use should De placed in a priority 
Delow electric utility powerplants. SCUP~'and Edison note that 
they have filed petitions tor rehearing otResolution G-2~1~, in 
which. they ar9Ue that we moved EORc:ustomers to Priority 4, ahead 
of most UEG usage,. without reach.inga determination about which. 
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~ customers provide the greater public benefits and serve the greater 
public need, as required in Sections 2771 and 2772. The UEG 
customers believe that placing EOR steamflood customers, who now 
account for about 100 MMCfd of load on the SOCal system, ahead of 
UEG users will result in higher costs for electric ratepayers. 
These increased costs will result from more frequent and longer
lasting curtailments of trEG gas service,. which will require 
increased fuel oil inventory costs and the use of more expensive 
energy resources to, replace larger amounts of natural gas. Air 
quality will be degraded due to the' increased use of fuel oil in 
electric powerplants. SCOP~ notes further that, once EOR 
steamflood customers sign long-term transportation contracts, they 
will be able to W):,uy up" in priority. SCUPP' believes that these 
users thus do. not need the additional benefit of Priority 4 status 
for their current operations. No EOR steamflOOd customers filed 
comments on this issue. 

• 

• 

Edison has correctly characterized our past decisions on 
this issue. In R.8:6-06-006. we proposed: 

• •• we believe eventually there should be only 
five (end-use) categories., Having upwards of 
the eight basic categories which. have evolved 
today makes, in our view, for a needlessly 
complex end-use system. We' will place EOR 
customers in the p~ priority designation for 
short- and long-term sales. (p'. 26) 

We adopted this change, as proposed, in, 0.86-12-010: 
As originally proposed in the OIR, we will 
reduce the numQer of end-use priorities to 
five. (P'. 121.) 

In its tariffs" implementing D.86-12-010,. SoCal correctly placed. EOR 
customers in Priority 5. PG&E placed EOR' customers in Priority 4,.: 
based upon a narrow reading of just 0 .. 86-12-010.. PG&E appears to:·< 
have neglected to check R.86-06-006. to determine how we intended. to., 
treat EOR customers when we reduced· the number of end-use 
priorities to t"ive .. 
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In view of this history, we will direct the utilities to 
place EOR steamfloo~ operations in Priority S, along with electric 
powerplant usc. We agree with the OEG customers that their 
arguments about the burdens on electric customers from increased 
curtailments have merit. We also note that this represents an 
improvement in the priority status of EOR ste~flood eustomers~ 
compared with their original Priority 7 assignment. 
Findings Of Faqt 

1. A combination of factors,includinq high demand and a new 
rate struc:ture, produced capacity constraints last summer on the El. 
Paso Natural Gas pipeline. 

2'. Providing access to firmer interstate pipeline capacity 
is an important element still missing from our new natural gas 
regulatory structure. 

3. Access to more reliable transportation will encourage 
longer-term gas supply arrangements and will broaden the scope of 
qas-to-gas competition • 

4. Providing firm transportation to-- California will -require 
the coordinated allocation of capacity on. both the systems of the 
california utili ties and on the interstate pipelines which serve
the state. 

5. There may soon be opportunities, in the form of 
settlements of pending pipeline cases, to obtain the FERC 

concurrence necessary to-- implement a capacity allocation mechanism., 
6. A program which allocates firm capacity may help to calm 

many of the current debates over the structure of the utilities' 
procurement activities. 

7. Such a proqra21l. is administratively teasible. 
s. The administrative burdens of implementing a capacity 

allocation program will be less if we do- not make tbeutilities 
change their procedures twice - once· for an .... interiln .... program and 
again for a .... ~inal.... program • 
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9. The principles whieh PG&E proposes, as stated in the body 
of this opinion, are appropriate for the capacity allocation 
program which we would like to see implemented. 

1G. As the speeificity of the capacity allocation increases, 
so will its aclm.inistrative comple)City. 

11. The following are major issues whieh must be decided in 
the desiqn of a capacity allocation mechanism: 

a) How specific should the allocation be? 

b) How much fle)Cibility should the utility 
bave in its use of pipeline capacity to 
serve the core portfolio? 

c) What terms and conditions are necessary to 
attach to assi911ed capacity? 

d) How should parity of access for wholesale 
core loads be implemented? 

e) How should we treat" for ratemakinq 
purposes, revenues from a capacity 
allocation mechanism? 

f) How will such a program satisfy the 
statutory requirements of Public Utilities 
Code Sections 454.7 and 2771-2'772'? 

q) How should the program treat customers with 
longo-term transportation contracts signed 
after Oecember 3, 1986? 

h) Is a secondary market for capacity 
appropriate?· 

i) How much should core elect customers pay 
for the hiqh priority access to pipeline 
capacity which they receive? 

12. The core elect option bas provided benefits to all gas 
consumers and should be retained, pending' the development and 
implementation of our capacity allocation mechanism and further 
experience with how the gas market develops • 
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13. CUrtailing EOR steamflood loads ahead of UEG usage could 
raise costs to electric ratepayers. 
COnclusions of Law 

1. The FERC is likely t~ be receptive to· allowing california 
to develop a capacity allocation program. 

2. A capacity allocation mechanism which coordinates both 
intrastate and interstate capacity will require at least FERC 
concurrence in the settlements of ongoing pipeline cases. 

3. The california utilities should be ordered to work to 
obtain such approvals in these cases. 

4. The NinterimN buy Isell proposal of CIG and Salmon/Mock 
m.ay conflict with NGPA section, 311 rules and with FERC standards .. 
tor non-discriminatory transportation. 

S. If the utilities relinquish their firm pipeline capacity: 
rights, they may lose them permanently. 

6. A capacity allocation program. must meet the requirements 
of Public Utilities Code Sections 454.7 and 2771-2772. 

~ 7. EOR steamflood customers should be assigned to 

~ 

Priority $. 

a. This decision should be made ettective tmmediately in 
order to have a capacity allocation,program ready to implement once 
the necessary FERC concurrence is secured in the pipeline cases. 

IT' IS ORDERED that Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E) and Southern California Gas Company (Socal) shall file and 
serve on all parties to this. proceeding, within 60 days from. the 
effective date ot this decision, detailed pro~sals, in the formo! 
written testimony, tor a market-based pipeline capacity alloeation: 
program. This program. shall integrate the allocation of both 

intrastate and interstate pipeline capacity. These proposals shall. 
follow the general principles set forth in this order, and shall' 

" 
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address the issues which this order has identified. PG&E and SoCal 
shall work to obtain from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
in current ana future interstate pipeiine qeneral rate cases, qas 
inventory charge cases, or other appropriate forums, the necessary 
coneurrence to permit the implementation of their proposals. PG&E 
and SOCal shall keep the Commission'S Leqal Division tully informed 
of the status of these efforts. 

I'r IS FUR'l:llER ORDERED that PG&E and. socal shall assiqn 
EOR steamtlooa customers to' End Use Priority S, and shall by 

appropriate advice letter filings change their tariff rules 
accordingly. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated December 19, 1988, at San Francisco, california. 

- ,38 -

STANLEY W. HULE1'1' 
President 

DONALD ,VIAL 
FREDERICKR. DODA 
G.. MITCHELL WILl< 
JOHN B. OHANIAN 

Commissioners 
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APPENDIX A 

PARTIES FILING COMHENT~ 

Agland Energy services, Inc. 
California Energy Commission 
california Gas Producers Association 
California Industrial Group 
canadian Produeer Group· 
City of Long Beach 
City of Palo Alto 
Coqenerators of Southern California 
Department of General Services 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
El Paso Natural Gas Company 
Imperial Irrigation District 
Industrial 'Users 

~ Mock Resources,. Znc. 

• 

Natural Gas Clearinghouse Inc. 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
salmon Resources Ltd_ 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 
Southern California Edison Company 
Southern California Gas Company 
Southern california Utility Power Pool 
State of New Mexico 
Toward Utility Rate Normalization 
Transwestern Pipeline Company 
Trigen Resources Corporation 
united States Borax & Chemical Corporation 
westcoast Energy Inc. 

(END· OF APPENDIX A) 
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Decision @OOil.~ 
/ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE O~IFORNIA 

Order Institutinq Rulemakinq into) ;r 
natural qas procurement and. system) R. a~-Ol.a 

::::~:::::t:::::~~nve$tigation into ~ (Filed ~ t 10, 1988) 
natural qas procurement and. system) ~a7-03-03& 
reliability issues deferred. from ) 
D. 86-l2-0 10. ) 

BS 12 099 DEC19 1988 • 

---------------------------------) 
(See Appendix B 
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INTERIM OPINION 

This order addresses an important set issues which 
we believe should become the focus of this pro eding -- the 
central question of how to allocate pipeline apacity among the 
California natural gas. utilities, other gas uppliers., and noncore 
customers who wish to transport their own as supplies .. 

This OIR had its genesis in I. 8-7-03-036, our 
investigation into the procurement and ystem reliability issues 
which we deferred from our landmark n tural. gas policy order, D. 

86-12-0l0. Following several round of eomments. on gas procurement 
issues in I. 87-03-036·, we began alemakinqproceed.inq with R. 
8S-0S-0la (August 10, 1988").. Th August lO order contained a set 
of proposed rules which would r olve the procurement issues which 
had emerged in I. 87-03-03-&. ince then, we have received two
rounds of eomments on these p oposals: openinq comments on October 
19, 1988, and reply comments on November .. 9,. 19S8.. Appendix A lists 
tlie parties who have filed omments in R.. SS-OS-Ola ... 

Since August lO . we have, issued two orders with imp~cts· 
on R. as:-OS-Ola.~ D •. 88-0-054 (October 26·, 19fH~). directed tMt we 
would consider as part ·f R .. 88-08-018: thequest10n of whether to 
approve a meehanismw rebythe weighted average.cost of gas..· 
(WACOG) of the core s portfolio would chanqa if forecasted and 

di.fferedby more than a certain "trigqor" 
e Gas Cost Trigger Mechanism" has been. advanced 
mitted byPac1fic Gas and Electric CPG&E), 

actual core gas cos 
amount. Such a "C 

in a stipulation 
Southern C41ifo a Gas (SoCal) , and Towardi1tility Rate 

) • In addition, on November 9,. ·19SS~ we issued 
proving a program of unbundled qas storage banking 

tomers. As this .. order will discuss. at several 

Normalization 
D. SS-11-034, 
for noncore 
points,. the 

important pa 
sues which we resolved. in. oU%'. storaqe decision have 

alle15 and connections with the procurement issues in 
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this case; the similarities are especially important on the 
question of allocating' storaq0 and pipeline eapacity. 

I.. BAClCGROOND: It. 88-08-018 

In the rules whieh we proposed in R .. a~Oa-Ola, we were 
guided by the conviction that it would. be unwis~, with only a few 
months of experience with our new natural~as equlatory 
structure, to unclertake major changes in ou pr09'ram.. 'Xher0fore r 

R. S-S--08-018 concentrated on solvinq iden fied. problems with the 
new program,. and on the carefully limite! testinq of new ideas. R. 

SS-08-018- identified four prinCipal goA1s: 

1) Continuing to \IOr~oward. equitable access to the 
storage 4Jld,uanaportAt.:toJsysteJIUI for all gas customers, 
reqarclless of tbe1:r proc:uiement choice. 'rhis effort " 
included proposing apr rity charge system which would 
function'to ration, on coord.inated and economic basis, 
both intrastate and· erstate- pipeline capaCity.. We 
emphasized that reac nq this open access goal requires 
careful consideratio and compromise to avoid harmful 
impacts on core cus omera .. 

2') Allowing e utilities, on a liDIitedr trial 
basis r some degx. of greater, flex.il:>ili ty in procurinq gas.' 
for noncore cua' rB-_We stated. that tliis flexibility" 
must be.cond'it ' ned so as not to. have an ad.verse imp.aC'l: on 
core customers The amount of flexibility which we , 
proposed ,to ant to the' utilities was als~ made ' 
contingent oil the utilit1es..'progress in providing open 
access to t)fes..r transmission and storaqe systems. 

J.) ietun1nq the existing' procurement rules, w1.th 
an emphas s on helping the utilities to deal w1.thwhat 
appeared to be the-· new difficulties eccompanyinq their 
respona ility to' operete an integrated tra.nsm:tasion and 
distr~ti.on syatem1n the new' era. of unbuncUed services. 
These R~oblema included nonperformance. by-spot suppliers, 
load' ):).a,lancinqand. accou.nting' problems w:;th transport-onJ.y 
serv:i!ce, and the greater planning uncerteint1es for the. 
utiJli ty when large users assume the pr1mary responsl:bili ty 
forI procuring' gas. supplies.. The new servicetl. proposed in " 
th rules as "finetuninqs· to· our program 1ncluded. 30-day, , , 
f procurement service and standby service .. 
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4) Fo:z:malizinq the "hands off" apprOl1ch to core 
sequencinq policy wb1ch the Commission has followed in 
recent years. We also expressed a willingness to j 
the utilities' core procuremen~ efforts on the ~S~~f 
their overall portfolio management. / 

This order will address directly only those issaes 
related to the first o·f these goals.. A second decisio , whieh will 
follow in the near future, will deal with the remain' 

II. OVERVIEW 

The eomments which. we have received' this docket 
refleet recent events in the California gas to 
l;I.S, more than ever, the central importanee the question of how' 
to allocate access to pipeline capaCity," both the intrastate and: 
interstate levels. The event which brourt the capacity allOCAtion 
issue to. the fore was the 1mplementAti~ on July l, 1988:, of new . 
rAtes on the El Paso· Natural Gas (El ~so) pipeline. The new rates' 
include an "unbundl.1nq." of the Pipe~e' s. charges. for mainline 
transportation, gathering, ancl prosessinq, and' represent a . 

signifi~ant overall !ncrease ov~. r rior rates. This. restructuring 
of El Paso's rates has resulted .' econom1c incentiveS: for . 
inte:rrup~1ble Shippers on the Paso system, includ.ing. PG&E and 
SoC41, to purchase "ot.t.-syster! qas at the points where El Paso 
interconnects With other pi~1inea, instead. of gas from. producers. 
who are clirectly connected~;'othe El Paso system. In c'!d.dition, qas, 
demand in California has been biqh, fuelec1 by a strong economy and 
the second.. year of a d.rO~ht,. which. M.S dramatically increased. .the 
demand for qas in elect/ic utility powerplants. 'rhere· has'also . 
been inereasing'. prel!l.s~e to maximize the use of qas, and to
minimize the use of dirtier alternate fuels., in reqions of the 

./ 
( 

~/' 

/ 
/ 
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state which suffer from poor air quality.l The impact of these /' 
developments has been to produce capacity bottlenecks at the ~ 
receipt points int~ the El Pas~ system where the most eeonomied1 
gas can be purchased. Shippers who now have lower priorit~n El 
Paso's queue for interruptible transportation have exper~ced 
great difficulty in movinq qas to customers in C41ifo, As a 

result of these problems, we have been asked to take action which 
essentially would result in the reallocation of p eline capacity 
t~ California. 2 

The problem of pipeline capacity allocation also stands 
out as the leadinqunresolved issue when whe~e review from a 
broad perspective our efforts to restructure' the gas industry in 
California. We have reCOgnized, virtuall~from the beginning of 
our restructurinq efforts, that Ultimat"lY our proqram.' will require 
some means to" make firm.· transportationj&vailable to all 
shippers.3 Access to more reliable p~line capacity is. , 
necessary in order to provide end" uirs with a ~d.er range' of 
options for contracting for gas supplies on a long-term basis. A 
br,oader ability to make lOng-te~gas ,supply arrangements,. with 
associated firm transportation, ,Will encourage long-term 
investmenta in the development,Pf new gas. reserves,. and will.-wid.en ' 
the scope of the qas-to-qas competition which our program. has 

I 
sought consistently to fost1''' Obviously, firm ~ tr.ms.~rtation to 
California involves the interstate pipelines regulated by the 
Federal Energy RegulatOryjcOmmiSSiOn (FERC), as well as. the 
distribution companies wMch are subject to our jurisdiction. Lack I . 

/ 
1 see, for e~le,. O. 88-08-052, an emergency order d.esigned 

to- minimize the ~ailment 0·£' gas service d.urinq the peak smog 
season in theLosj Angeles area.. . 

2 See the -JOint Emergency Motion of MoekResources,. Inc .. and 
the California I'nd.ustrial Group Requestinq that the Commission 
Direct Southern-California Gas . Company ,and. Pacifie Gas and Electric: 
Company to Deielop a Plan to Use their Interruptible Interstate 
Transportation Capapcity' on Behalf of Noncore CUstomers and their 
Suppliers," ,.filecl October 14',. 198a.. , 

l see RI. 86-06-006, pp-. 21-22, and. 0.· 86-12-010, pp. 33-';1 • 
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of progress a~ ~he FERC on capacity allocation on 
pipelines, 45 well as delays in the restructuring 
distributor relationship, have long prevented us. from mov: nq 
forward to make firm tran5po~ation more widely availab e. 4 

We believe that the moment has arrived to t e this lonq
delayed step, and to, begin to establish an economic ly effieient 
means to provide shippers other than the utilitie with firm 
transportation for qas moving to' California. T s opportunity'tM.y 
soon be available,. for several reasons. First 
settlement discussions in El Paso's current neral rate case~ the' 
resolution of this case should provide the estructuring of El 
Paso's relationship with its California ility customers necessary 
to make firm transport."tion more widely available. PG&E and' SOCal 
undoubtedly will convert a portion of heir fil:m S4les- entitlements , 
on El Paso to- firm transportation rits.. In addition, we are 
work;[.ng to ensure that the- El PasO' ettlement provides the 
utilities with the oPportunity to obtain the right to ass.iqn firm 
transportatio~ rights to other ies. Similar fle~ilitymay be 

obtaiued. in the upcoming Trans stern Pipeline' gener."l rate' 
. 

case. 'rhus, the stage could set for the development of ." method' 
whereby the utilities, will able' to-assign their fir.m capacity 
rights to whoever wishes t obtain firm transportation to, 
California.. Second, we lieve that'the PERC is likely to' be 

receptive to allowing Cd ifomia to develop',. at least: 'on a trial 
basis, a capacity all tion program for the pipelines which supply, 
the state.. As- we wil discuss further below,. 'We believe thAt a 
coordinated. intra/in erstate capacity allocation program will 

ence,. At least to'the extent of approving 'the 
settlements under hich the California· utilities will be- able to 
assign their :f transportation rights on the interstate 
pipelines. The most expe<U.tious and. efficient: means of obtaining' 

4 
043, 

.86-12-010, pp. 40-4l~ I. 87-03-036, ppOo 5-6;D. 87-10-
5-26; and o. 87-12-039, p,. 10~. 
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this approval appears to :be as a part of settlements of 
qeneral rate cases or qas inventory charqe (GIC) ~ases. 

Given this situation, we stronqly believe that 
order of business should be to investiqate and to 
details of how an integrated intra/interstate 
proqram will function. We believe that this 

first 

order to have a proqram ready to put into p~,ac.~~)nc:e PERC acts in 
expeditiously with the C1ll:rent pipel.ine cases _ It will also 

the basi~ problem underlyinq the troubles ~_w~~ this summer by 
noncore customers such as th~ members of 
Group (CIG), anel by marketers such as 
believe that making progress on the c 
will help to resolve many of the Q.;~\.~~';:'; 

California Industrial 
Resources.. Moreover, we: 

ity allocation ques.tion 
evielent on this recorel 

~oncerning other procurement Fund.4xnentally, it is the 
utilities' current superior to both firm anel interruptible 
pipeline capacity which has qe:~l~at~ed' the neeel to place 
restrictions on the utili procurement activities in the 
noncore ma:r:ket. We believe t a market;"based ~apacity allocation 
proqram, provielin9" and equitable access to firm 
trans.portation, will 
the utilities' noncore activities~ a debate which 
encompasses the TUsS~' proposal, core eleetion,. the marketing of 
excess core suPPlies/ _~Ul tiple supply portfolios,. lO-clay fi%m.' 
procurement,. anel a;a.ndby charges. Therefore, this decision will 
focus on the gene='l outlines of the capacity allocation program 
which we intend /0 investigate in more eletail in the immediate, 
future. In qeneral, we prefer to. defer making. siqnificantchanqes. 
in the current" stru~ture of the utilities' procurement activities,:' 

I'. ' 
until we ta9de what we see as the more fundamental problem of 
capacity alllocation. 

/ . 

III. TR&. HlUUtET-BASEO AT,T'()c~ON OF PlPELXNE CAPACITY 
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'f °d ~o / In R. 88-08-018 we expressed support or the ~ ea, w.~ 
SoCal had proposed in I. 87-03-036, of a system to allocate 0 a 
coordinated basis both intrastate and interstate pipeline C~City. 
Under the SoCal plan, the allocation would be market-based/,' using 
customer bids to" pay for priority of access to' capacity/ We stated 
in the rulemakinq order that core customers ShOUldZfeV- first 
access t~ pipeline capacity; as a result, we also e ressed the 
view that cere elect customers should pay fer the . qh priority 
access t~ pipeline capacity whieh aceompanies se:tice from the core 
portfolio. We proposed that the revenu~s f~om apac. ity priority 
bids should be used, to- offset the noncore max: et's share of 
intrastate transmissien and interstate" pipe ne demand charges. We, 
als~ supported the proposal ~f Salmon Resonrcesand Mock Resources 
(Salmon/Mock) to' qive long-te~ transpo~tion customers -- those 
with contracts whose original term is tl.v~ yeo.rs. or more -- the 

riqht to match whatever priority e~ar e is ne. cessary in order fer 
them to maintain their place .in the riority,queue. We asked for 
comments en a number of issues on ch we did not express a view, 
including: . L 

1) the federal issue raised: by the coordinated 
auctioninq of in*tr,' te and interstate pipeline 
capacity; 

2) how core elect customers should pay for the high 
priority access . pipeline capacity which they receive 
as part of the '*ility's core portfolio; 

:3) whether ca,JeitYShOUld' be all~ated on a pipeline
spec~fic or I an overall system-wide- basis; 

4) the impact O'f the operational differences between the 
SoCal and PG&E. systems; and , 

S)tbe avtropriateness' ~f recent changes in the, end-use 
priO'rity app11cablet~the- steaming operations of 
enAanCr O'11.recovery (EOR) customers. 

A. The Need,/~a§ibility, and Timing of an Al1oe4tion Meehanip 
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The comments filed on R. 88-08-018 continue to- sh 
support for the idea of a coordinated~ market-based mech 
allo-cate both intrastate and interstate pipeline capac· y. 
Significantly, PG&E has now embraced the concept, 
actively to prepare a comprehensive proposal. Su rt also comes 
from SoCal, from wholesale customers such as Diego- Gas and 
Electric (SDG&E) and the cities of Long Beac and Palo Alto., from a 
representative of large users, (CIG), from e brokers Salmon/Mock 
and Trigen Resources (Trigen), and from e Division of Ratepayer 
Advocates (ORA). Transwestern Pipelin states that it is willing 
to work with the Commission and other, California parties in order 
to develop- the concept. Rather tha elaborate on the supporting 
comments, our discussion in this ction will focus on the 
arguments of those who· disaqree ith the direction ef R. as-OS-Ol8. 
on this issue, and on the deba on "'how far, hoW' fast?" to 
pro-ceed .. 

Several parties d 
coordinAted. mechanism to
pipeline capacity .. ' The 

question the need for a Single, 
locate both intrastate and interstate 
dian Producer Group (CPG) a:ques that 

no capacity constraints exist on the PG&E system, and therefore 
that the implementatio ef such a mechanism for PG&E is unnecessary , 
at this time. The believes that, in a situation where such a 
mechanism is not ne ~ed" it will function only to cellect premiums 
from risk-averse stomers, and' that recycling these premiums to. 
other noncore cus omers will only create- confusing siqn4ls to. both 
the utility and ts customers. The answer to- the capacity 
bottleneeks on eEl, Paso system, the CPG believes, lies in the 
refo:cnation' 0. E1 Paso,'s neW' rate: structure.. The COMUJIler group, 
Towa:d Util y Rate Normalization (TURN) recommends that a bidding·, 
system. for apacity priority be· limited. to-, the purpose fer which it 
was conce ad. .in earlier stages ef our restructuring program __ 
determin ng which customers are curtailed in the event of pipeline 
capaci constraints. The state Department of General Services 
(OGS) current end-use priority system, in 
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/ 
recognition of the requirements of Public Utilit~.es ode Section 
2771, and because DGS believe that the cur:ent sys em is still 
workable. OGS would allow biddinq for priority y witlUn each of , 
the current priority classes. In a similar ve~, Southern 
california Edison (Edison) cautioned us to cl~ify the relationship 
between a capacity allocation mechanism alne end-use priority 
system. 

Parties also commented on the a nistrative feasibility 
of auctioning pipeline capacity~ The In~strial Users believe that 
the administrative complexity of cap~ci y auctio~g raises serious 
questions about the feasibility Q<f th id.ea. TORN suggests tha't it 
would be prudent to experiment ~th dding as a means to allocate 
capacity during curtailments, befor/ expand-ing 'the concept to. 
include access to capacity at all {imes. Even SoCal, which first 
proposed such. a mechanJ.sm almos~. year ago" maintains tMt the 
administrative requirements are' substantial,· 4nd cites the many 
other administrative changes w ch it must implement in order to 
accomod,ate the new requlato:cy AraDlework. SOCal believes that it 
will not be able to accept c~acity priority bids until 9 or 10 . 
months after a CoJIIDU.ssion older author1zing such a system. SoCal 
also believes that a Systef~ whiCh allocates: capacity on a pipeline
specific basis is "unworkiiJ:>le for the forseeol:>le future." SOCal's. 
est.:Lmate of the time ~I £red to !mplementsuch a system drew a 
strong reply from· CIG. CIG recites the- long history of Commission 
support for a capacit .prior1ty charge based on bidding, and notes 
that SoCal itself pr~aed-' an integrated: priority charge' mecMnism.' 
in February, 1988'.-/CIG also mentions the active dl.scu$sions over 
the past six monthi of an "interim" mechanism to allocate 

- . 

g.randfathered int rruptible right.s.,. stating that the details of 
implementing suc an arrangement would be very similar to- a , 
capacity alloca ion p~oqram. forfil:m transportation. CIG believes. 
that these c.:Lr umstances indicate that the Californ.ia utilities 
have been ·on notice· that an integrated capacity allocation 
program. will adopted~ and should be able to- .implement such a 
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, 
program within 50 days of the receipt of the necessary FERC 

I 
approvals. If the utilities cannot meet such a /chedule, CIG 
believes that a substantial portion of the utilf~ies' pipeline 
demand charges should be assigned to the share olders. 

CIG, Salmon/Mock, and Agland Energy, Services (Agland) 
believe that the Commission can, and should, take immediate action 
to order the utilities to' use their grandf hered interruptible 
capacity rights -on behalf of- noncore cu tomers.5 Such an 
~interim- step would be possible' withou FERC approval, CIG and 
S4lmon/Mock argue, :based upon what the believe are recent liber~ 
PERC interpretations of the "on behal of- requirement of Section 
311 of the Natural Gas Policy Act (N PA), and under the eoncU'.tion 
that the utilities temporarily taktitle t~ the gas while it is 
moving on the interstate system.& Agland suggests several ways 
in which such a pre<p:aJn, could: ma e' use of the utilities" existing 
administrative procedures. Th e parties. believe ,that such an 
-interim" proqram would allow onc,ore customers to improve their 
access to pipeline capacity ediately, until a permanent capacity 
allocation program, based u n firm transportation rights, can be 
established. 

d legal objections have been raised to 
the -interim" program 0 CIG,. Salmon/Mock, and' Agland. SoC4l 
believes that such a p am is more complicated than it can handle 
now, due to the c:urre t lack of information from the pipelines 
which would be neces ary for SoCal to'mAnage the allocation of 
capacity at numerou receipt points. PG&E urges the Commission to 
focus on a long-te solution, rather than waste time now seeking a 
"quick fix." CPG disputes the assertion that the "interim" program 

S This the proposal which CIG and Meek advanced in their 
October 14 oint emergency motion (see footnote 2', above), and 
wbich they, renew in their comments in tlUs docket. . 

5 Th pr1ma:ry nRC order which CIG and Salmon/Mock cite as 
per.mitttheir proposal is Hodson G4§ SYmsems« Inc., 44 F.E.R.C. 
p. 61,0 (198S) • 
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/ 
by would not be subject to FERC jurisdiction. In CPG's 

the C~lifornia utilities of their qr~ndf~thered capacity qhts "on 
:behalf of" certain shippers would run afoul of the Sec . on 311 
rules and FERC standards for non-discriminatory tran rtation.' 
The CPG contends that the FERC is unlikely to acce an arrangement 
which skirts the Section 311 ru'les through the tifice- of a 
temporary transfer of title to the California tilities. 

Many parties,. including SoCal, PG& " CIG, CPG, and ORA, 
state that FERC concurrence in the settlem ts of pipeline cases 
will be necess4rY in order to implement cap~city allocation or 
~brokering" mechanis~ based on the uti ties' firm transportation 
rights. Several commenters note that this COmmission itself, in 
its comments to the FERC on the ca ity brokering Notice of 
P):oposed. Rulemaking (NOPR), has re oqnized that' consistency between ,. 
Commission and FERC rules is nee sary before capacity brokering 
can be implemented in Califo 

Discussion: We bel va that a market-based' caP4city 
allocation' program is desir le, feasible,. and: can be :Lmplemented" 
in the near future. The or benefits of such' a mechanism are not: 
as a "quick fix" to thep oblema which were experienced this. summer" 

7 CPG notes that e rules for Section 311 transportation (15 
U .. S.C. Section. 33:71 allow only certain types of transportation, 
including transpo tion by an interstate pipeline on behalf of a 
local distril:>utio company or intrastate pipeline. CPG' contends 
that Section 311 akes~' no reference to transportation "on behalf 
of" an end' user, such· as a noncore customer of a CalifOrnia 
utility. CPG d s not believe that suehusers can be the ~on 
behalf of" ant ies, as the CIG/Salmon/Mock proposal reqo.ires. ' 
CPG also eomme ts that the issue in the Hodson ease,. on which CIG 
and Salmon/M rely, was how remote from ,a transaetion the "on 
behAlf of" u lity could be while still permitting the transaction 
to go forwar .'rhe case does not, address the issue of whether an 
"on behalf f" local distribution company (such as ell California 
utility) c lditself implement transportation for a shipper other 
than one s leeted" in' accordance wi thFERC ,standards for non- ' 
disc: tion. CPG believes that the Hodson ',case does ,not 
sanction ell califo:rniaut1lity improving a shipper's rights to 
capaeitl) on El, Paso, for example,'beyond what ,that shipper already 
pose sse under the current FERC allocations.eheme. ' . 
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on the El Paso system, which we view as due largely to the ~ 
implementation of a new rate design on that system. Instead, suc 
a mechanism would supply an important missing piece from our ne 
regulatory structure: access to, more reliable pipeline capacilty for 

/ 
a wider range of gas producers, shippers, and end users. }mproved 
access to firm transportation would encourage the lonq-t~ supply 
arranqements which are necessary to' support investment in finding 
and developing new gas supplies. The attractivenessf the 
California· market to gas suppliers will be increas as the scope 
of possible supply arrangements expands. The qr ter variety of 
transactions will stimulate gas-to-gas competit on, to the benefit 
of the ultimate consumer. 

Our long-term perspective nefits of market-based 
capacity allocation has important implicat 
proceed. to. develop such a mechanism. F t, we· doubt the wisd.om of 
attempting to, put an ~inter1m·'proqram nto place immediately, as 
erG 41ld Salmon/Mock urqe. rance of the legal analysis 
presented in the comments shows that ltimately our proqralD. will 
require at least the FERC; s concu nce in the penc1ing pipeline 
general rate cases and GIC procet;ngs. In addition, CPG"s 
analysis of the NG'PA Section 311 rules and the .Hadson case 
convinces us that the legality f the proposed "'interim" prOqraIn" is 
debatable. In addition, we re ognize, that the .implementation o.f, 
any new capacity allocation s hem& will be complex. Although we do 
agree with the CIG that SOC ~s administrative requirements seem 
excessive, we cannot" iqnor the administrative burden ,on the 
utilities. As a result, prefer to' proceed.- to implement one 
pe::manent mechanism, ra~r than to. force the, utilities to change
their administrative an operating procedures twice -- once for an 
"interim' .. program, and gain for the "final" one. 'c;enerally, we 
think it best to pur the proqram for which there is the most 
widespread support w california. That proqram is. a m4rket-
based allocation m anism, with the utilities obt4ining FERC 
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concurrence to assign on an economic basis the firm transpo~on 
rights which they will have under the FERC's Order SOO. 

We do realize that lower priority interruptib 
such as CIG and Salmon/Mock have faced, and may again ace, 
significant problems with access to capacity. There ore, we will 
proceed quickly to develop the details o.f our cap ity allocation 
program, so that the mechanism can be implemente expeditiously 
once the necessary federal approvals are recei ed. 8 We will set 
an implementation goal of 90 days after the ceipt o.f these 
approvals. We agree with CIG that the per· . which SOCal claims. to, 
require to implement this program is excesively long, considering 
that SoCal itself proposed a similar s em almo.st a year ago. 
This decision will discuss the genera framework for our program, 
will outline the issues which remai to. be resolved, and will order 
the utilities to file detailed pro sals consistent with this 
framework, within 50 days from t~day. We will hold hearings on 
these plans promptly after th~y ve been filed. We will also 
order the utilities to. pursue he ~ecessary FERC co.ncurrence in 
current pipeline general rat cases or GIC proceedings; in the 
record &E and SOCal have made commitments to 
pursue these approvals. 

The record ~. this case is obviously not detailed enough 
for us to. specify cofP~etely the market-b4sed'capacity,alloeation 
mechanism which' we Jish to. aee adopted.. However,' R.. 8S-08-01S did 
generate consider9>le commentary on many: of the, 1mportant elements 
of such a progr~ We do have eno.ugn infermatien to. adept a . 
general framewo for the program, and' to. specify the· unreselved 

8 We a e also. aware that CIG" Mock,. ether cencerned shippers, 
and theu lities are continuing to. discuss other measures to 
facilita third-party transportation, measures which would, be 
easier implement than a capacity allocation. scheme. We centinue 
to. sup rt and' to. encourage these discussions. 
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issues whieh we want the utilities to cover in 
we are ordering them to file. 

1. General Principles... Al thouqh some parties 
eriticized as ~vaqueM PG&E's principles for an integrate capacity 
allocation mechanism, we believe that, with very littl~ 
modification, they are appropriate for the qeneral ~ework of OU4 

proqram.. PG&E's principles reflect the qoals of o~ new regulatory, 
structure, recoqnize the need for the capacity a~ocation mechanism 
to :be acceptable to the PERC, and are consis.t~J with our 
perspective, stated above, on the, benefits o~ capacity allocation 
program. As we read them., castinq them. in: terms. applicable to. 
Seeal as well as to PG&E, these principle 

1) The proqram should help 
qoals throuqh encouraqi 

procurement 
competition. 

2) Core-elect customers ould pay for the secure access 
t~ pipeline capacity. which core portfolio service 
provides. ' 

3) The proqranl' shoul cons.istent with the- cap4.city 
riqhts which the tilities have on the interstate 
pipelines. wM.ch serve them" includinq the firm 
transportation iqhts which they may acquire' in 
current pipel e eases,; under the FERC"s Order 500 

4) 

5) 

6) 

regu.lations. ' 

The f1:z:mne 
customer 
whether 
or from, 

of the eapacityalloeated to a noneore 
der this. proqram should be independent,' of " 

at customer purchases qasfrom the utility; 
other supplier.. " 

Noncor customer should have the flexibility to , 
coord, te the inteqrated access to pipeline capac 1 ty 
wi ~e, storage bankinq se:t'V'1ces, available as a " 
resr't of D. 88:-11-034. 

~
h costs of access to- f1.rlDer pipeline capacity , 

s ould be ,borne, by those noncore customers who- '. 
~f~. " 

The value of capacity allocated to noncore customer~, 
should' be detex:m1ned by a market-based mechanism, not 
by a cost allocation process. ' 
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8) ~he p~oS~~ should encou~ase the ma~um efficient 
use o,f transportation capacity over the long term. 

9) ~he integrated capacity allocation mechanism must be 
acceptable to both the Commission «rid the FERC. 

The capacity allocation proposals which we wil~order PG&E and 
SoCal to submit must be C0n8i8tent with these!principles. We hope 
in the remainder of this ordeX' to begin to <lfs~l any of the , 
"vagueness" which lingers about these principles. As guidance to. 
the parties and to stimulate discussion, e will offer in the 
seetions whieh follow our preliminary oughts on some of the 
issues which the utilities' pX'oposals ust address. 

2. location.. R. 88-08",:,,018 X'aised. 
the issue of· whether the capaeit allocation mechanism will 
function to allocate pipeline c!pacity on a ~ipeline-specific 
basis. SoCal and 'I'ORN fear ufi,t sueh speeificity may be difficult 
to, adminjster; SoC4l'5 origifal proposal only contemplated . 
allocating capaeity to tX'dl'\8port-only customers as a group. 
However, PG&E proposes to~ocus its, program not only on an 
allocation of capaeity t,o' specifie pipelines, but to the various 
producing areas. whieh ~ch pipeline serves. PG&E believes. that 
each producing arei;a8 ~different capacity constraints and 
supplyj deInUl.d/ cost lationships, resulting in different priority 
values to PG&E's c & portfolio cUstomer8and to transport 

customeX's ... :it:' and Triqen conCUX'. with the need for a pipeline
specific alloca on. CIG a'180, agrees,- andmalces the important 
observationbiddinq' for capacity only makes sense if a 
customer has !lreadY lined up.a.supplieX' at' a p::ice eerttLin, and 
1:herefore hy in fact locked himself ;[.n1:0 a pipeline-spec:i.fie . 
route. In;'dditiOn, CIG notes that the FERC's capacity brokeX'ing 
NOPR ",ppears to X'equire- a pipeline-specific allocation .. , ! We aqree with these ~arties tlia~a<workable prog-r4m. 
probab~ will have to allocatecapaeity at least on a pipelineS7C basis, and perhaps to each producing- a:cea served: I>y a 

/ 
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I particular pipeline, Que to the significant differences between 
producing areas. We acknowledge that the greater th specificity 
of the allocation, the larqer the problem of admini terinq the 
system. Ax'!. important element in our review of th utilities' 
proposals will be to determine ~he appropriate 
specificity and administrative feasibility_ 

3. There was no 
disagreement with the idea that core cus mers should have the top 
priority to pipeline capacity.9 111 discuss at length 
later in tlUs orcier, we continue to
circum.stances in the industry, that 

ieve,. qiven the cur:ent 
he utilities should continue 

to offer a core elect option to no core customers. Core elect 
customers wi.ll b4.ve to pay for t - preferential access. to pipeline 
capacity which they willreceiv as participants in the core 
portfolio-. Having ciecicled th , the next question is how much 
flexibility to allow the ut'- ity in its use of pipeline capacity to 
serve the core portfolio.. he basic problem. is illustrated. by the 
extreme viewpoints. At 0 e end, as Salmon/Moek advocate, we could 
requ.il:e the utilities trelinquish. all pipeline- capacity that is 
in excess of core Cpri rity 1 and 2A) requil:ements. As several 
parties noted, such requirement could cause the relinquished 
rights to be lost nently to whoever was next on theFERC queue 
for firm transpo tion. At a minimum, the relinquishment of._ 
excess capacity ould result in a 'lack of pipeline capacity. to-

core demands caused by unexpected~ycol~ weAther. 
also suffer from the utility'S lack of flexibility 

purchases AS qas prices change-.. The opposite 

serve . "peak da 

~he core coul 
to shift cor 
viewpoint' SOCal's assertion that it has no ~excess~ capacity 

As stated in R. 88-08-018', this· should include access to 
ity needed to move volwnes to be injeeted uto storage to: 

ide core protection. ~hesevolumes. would be based ttpOn the 
1" storage target adopted:. 'Qy the- utility pursuant to· our new 

storaqeproqram (see D. 88-11-034, pp. 2-15-). 
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rights, because it may in the future need full pipelines, 
presumably as well' as maximum storage withdrawals., to meet "peak 
day" core neeas. This assertion suggests that SoCal is unwilling 
to implement a capacity allocation scheme based upon firm 
transportation rights., because SoCal' s core customers may ne to, 

use all of those rights on a few very cold days.10 su~ca 
position undermines our goal of making reliable transpo ion more 
widely available, and ignores ways of reaching that go" while 
protecting what we agree is the utility'S critical r~ponsibility 
to supply "peak day" core needs. / 

. 'rhe answer lies between these two viewp6'ints. We clearly 
do not want the utilities to relinquish their ~rm capacity rights, 
due to the risk that they might be lost permMently r We prefer 
them to assign those rights to other Parti~ for a defined period 

and under specified. terms and COnd!ti~ns. Our real problem. is-to 
dete~e what terms. and conditions are . ecessary to attach to 
capacity allocation 80 th4t core cons ers will be adequately, 
protected., yet noncore customers wili have aeees~ to more reliable ' 
·transport.ation through purchasing !sSigned capaCity. Clearly, this' 
will be an important issue- in th.l' next stage of this procee<i.ing, 

A' 
one that we expect the utilitiee~to highlight in their proposals. 

At this point, we' w,nl put down our preliminary thoughts ' 
on this issue, as. qu:idance tt the parties: and to s.timulate 
di.scussion. We believe th/t the utilit£es should attach a 
condition to all assignel"capacity which· allows them to recall that.' 

I ' 
capacity to, meet "peak jlay" core needs. We would.' expect' the 
utilities to inform t~ customers to whom. they assign capacity how 
often they expect to.lexereise that recall riqht~ based upon 
historical experire. We also. suspect ,that the utility s.hould. 
retain a limited. ount of flexibility to shift their core 

10 SoCa admits that it does not need it~ full interstate 
pipeline apacity to· serve core needs -the vast majority of the time"; 
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portfolio purchases among pipelines and producing areas, or ~o 
increase their total core portfolio purchases if demands exce 
forecasts. 11 For example, under our core procurement guidel' es, 
most of the gas purchased for the core portfoli~ will be 1 q-ter.m 
supplies. Many of the long-term supplies which the utili ies now 
purchase have prices which are fixed for a year. We an cipate 
that the utilities should be able readily to. determin , l~king 
ahead fer a year, what pipeline capacity they will r quire to 
deliver such supplies. Our procurement guidelines ave also 
suggested that the utilities should. purchase some short-term er 
spot gas for the core portfolio. These are the urchases for which 
the utilities may need the most flexibility i their access t~ 
pipeline capacity. 

4 • ~he Capacity Requirements f Wholesale CUstomers.. 
We continue to. believe, as stated in It. 88·-08-018:, that the core 
loads of whelesale customers must 8 e,. with the core load of the 
pr~ utility, to~ priority t~ pi We concur with 
Palo Alte's comment that this mean: that who.lesale core leads will 
have parity ef access to. capac it with the core load of the pr~ 
utility. 

Although the idea of parity o.f access t~ capacity for 
wholesale core loads is eett d,. there may remain. some dispute on 
how to. implemen.t this conce t.· . Our recent storage deeision 
provided one model for de rmining. how much pipeline capacity 
should be allocated te- w elesale core loads (see D·. 88-11-034, p. 
20). We allowed a who sale customer t~ have access t~ storage . , 

capacity equal to. the propo:tion of the primary utility's fixed. 
costs of storage w ' h are allocated t~ that wholesale customer's' 
core load, based u n our allocation factor,for storage eosts (peak 

11 This s apparently what 'rQ"RN. has in mind when it urges u.st~ 
provide th core portfolio with the to~ priority to. enougn capacity 
-to en5ur efficient system operations." 
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season eold year sales). SDG&E has suggested another me using 
the relative eost alloeations for service for eore ~ oncore 
customers. 12 From its total alloeation for both the ore and the 

noneore, the wholesale utility would then make its wn deeision on 
the amount of eapacity needed for core serviee. he eapacity 
remaining after this ehoiee would then be all ted aecording to a 
bidding proeedure. SDG&E is willing to plac itself at risk for 
the eapaeity costs allocated to· the amount f core transmission 
which it ehooses, in order to remove any ubts that it might elaim 
a qreater amount of core capacity than cessary. We· are attracted 
to SOG&E~s proposal, because it appear eonsistent ~th our desire 
that wholesale customers have the pr responsrbility to serve 
their core customers, as well as th tools and the fle~ility 
necess~ to e~ out that duty., The' eapaeity allocation 
proposals which the primar,y util· ies will file should address the 
treatment of wholesale core 10 s, ineluding comments on SOG&E's 
plan. 

SOG&E perceptively ra'ises another implieation of 
wholesale core parity: wha if. a utility and its wholesale 
customers desire access t pipeline capacity t~ purchase core 
supplies in. a eertain pr Clucinqarea, in a quantity that is greater ' 
than the amount of pipe ine capaeity available to- that are.,.? Our 
initi,,~ reaction. is t ta pro-rata allocation, based. upon total 
core loads of lity, would~ be fair. 

5. from a Capacity Allocation 
Hechl.miam. The c mments which. we have received· raise no- strong 
objections to t propOsal in It. 88-08-018 that revenues from a 
capacity allee ion mechanis~ should be used to offset both 
intrastate tr mission costs and interstate pipeline demand 

12 
year 

ed to the noneore class. However, we suspeetthat 

capacity, these allocation3 are based upon cold 
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a number of different approaches may develop on this issue, 
do not want at this time to, restrain the debate. CIG doe suggest 
an upfront credit to noncore customers basecl upon util" forecasts 
of these revenues, with a balancing account to ensur that the 
utility is kept whole if the forecast is inaccurat~ we believe 
that the CIG suggestion deserves further scrutin~as we agree with 
CIGthat the up-front credit would have the im ~4nt benefit of 
l~ting price-signal distortions which migh result from a lag 
between when a customer bids for capacity, 
sees the results of the bidding in his r 

that customer 

6. Cogeneration Parity an the End-use Priority System. 
In this order we are proposing a si~ficant expansion of the 
"priority charge~ concept which we ve discussed in a variety of 
decisions since D. 8:6-l2-0l0. T market-based mechanism which we 
want to develop will not only cide the curtailment order if 
capacity constraints develop, ut will als~ serve t~ allocate 
aCCess to firm transportat~ eapacit~. There are several 
statutory requirements w h the utilit.ies. must consider in 
desiqnl.ng their mechanis One is the "'cogeneration parity" 
requirement of Public ilities Code section 454.7, which mandates 
that the COmm.i'.ssion p ovide cogeneration with. the highest possible 
priority. is the end-use, priority system- established 
pursuantt~ Public tilities Code Sections 277l-2774. l3 We have 
previously conclu ed that an economically-based priority system. for 
noncore customer is consistent with this statute, and have decided 
that end-use p orities should be used among customers paying the 
same (or zero- priority charge. 14 At this time, we believe th4t 
these conclu :ions can continue t~ apply to, a capacity allocation 

13 F example, Edison raised in its comments the need t~ 
clarify, the relationship between a capacity allocation mec~nism, 
such a SoC4l proposed-, and the end-use priori ty system required in. 
these lie Utilitie$ Code sections. 

14 see O. 86-l2-0l0, pp. 1l9-123. 
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mechanism. For example, under a pipeline-specific 4lloe4t~r 
customers who pay the same for capacity on a particular 
we propose to use the end-use system to determine prio 
these users. This may also satisfy the requirements f Section 
454.7, as well, because cogenerators would be assur ~ of a higher 
priority than other noncore customers who· pay a s· ·lar price for 
capac.i.ty. 

7. Capacity Priority for End-us with Long-term 
~ansportation Contracts. orad a Salmon/Mock 
proposal to give customers with long-te transportation agreements 
signed after December 3, 1985, theri~ to match whatever priority' 
charqe is neeessar,y to allow them t~inta~ the~r place in the ' 

priority queue.15 Several pcU'ties/~ntinue to disagree with this ' 
idea.. SDG&E argues that enhanced~il recovery- (EOR) eustomers; with 
special low rates should not be tllowed to· bid for priority along 
with ·other noncore customer;tw. 0 c~ their full weight in 
rates. * Unless EOR customers e willing to pay ~full fare M

, they 
should have the lowest prior ty to capacity. $oCal, with the CIG's 
concurrence, is at the 0;t end of the spectrum on this issue: 
SoCal renews its arqu:ment which we rejected in R. 88:'08-018, that· 
long-term transporters s ould have the hiqhest priority amonq all 
noncore customers, duerO the commitment which they have made to 
stay on the utilitY's~ysteXil. PG&E to.kes. a m1d.d.le ground: it does 
not disagree with e Salmon/Mock matching idea, but suggests that 
this should not be e only option. PG&E believes that the 
dependable revenu stream of 4 lonq-term transportation commitment 
haS"laay not be reflected accurately by requiring such 

15· weldefined a ~long-term tran8porter~ as a transportation 
eustomei'~ith a contract that has an oriqinal ter.m of five or'more 
years. / Customerswi1:hlonq-termtransportat1on contracts signed on I 

or befOre December 3, '1986". would: have the1r capacity priority 
def according to· thepoliey we set out inO. 87-12-039. 
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a customer to match bids made by customers who- may have a much 
shorter t1me horizon. 

We continue not to see a need to give long-term 
transporters the automatic highest priority access to ca city 
among noncore customers, as SoCal and CIG propose. We ote that 
the Coqenerators of Southern California (eSC), which iled comments 
on behalf of several EOR cogeneration projects wit long-term 
transportation contracts, states that its member are willing to 
pay for access to capacity, so long as they hav. the opportunity to 
match the bids paid by utility electric gener, tion (UEG) customers. 
We also reject SDG&E's position, which is 
our long-held commitment that EOR transpo ation customers should 
be able to "buy uP" in priority.. PG&E' welcome in its capacity 
allocation proposal to' present another option for dealing with 
long-term transporters,. so ::;ong as t plan falls. :between the 
extremes which we have rejected. 

8. We urge the 
utilities to consider in their roposals the provision of a 
secondaJ:y ~ket for assigned: apacity.. We believe that a 

secondaJ:y market could·incre 8e significantly the efficiency of an 

allocation. system. _ It wou ,provide a second opportunity for 
parties who bid too low the original auction for the capacity 
which they need:. Conve sell", parties who purchase too much 
capacity, or whose ca city needs change between primal:y auctions, 

. . 

would have the oppo Unity to' layoff excess capacity in the 
second~ market. e also suggest that capacitysub-assiqned in. 
the seeond~ et must retain all recall rights which were 
attached to- the original assignment a~eeement. 

C .. 

~
major issue posed. in :Ft .. 88-08'-018: is how core elect 

customers should pay for _ their su~rior access to capacity.. Befo~e' 

we dis s the specific comments on this issue, we need t~ address 
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the threshold question of whether to retain the core elect oPti~ 
Salmon/Mock and ORA both propose that core election ShOUZd be 
eliminated. 

Salmon/Mock aqree that core elect customers sho d pay 
for the access to capacity which they receive as partic~ants in 
the core portfolio. However, Salmon/Mock believes thJ. charging 
core elect customer$ for such access is an ·extreme~ difficult and 
complex task.- Salmon/Mock believes that all three'of the payment 
proposals suggested in R.. 88-08-0l8. would result n core elect 
customers receiving the same treatment as· core· ustomers with 
respect to capacity, without payinq the full osts. of core service .. 
As a result, Salmon/Mock arque that core el tion should be 
eliminated, and that all noncore customer should have a one-time 
opportunity to become core customers, to pay a bundled core 
rate. 

ORA also believes that pro dinq a core elect option is 
overly complex. In addition to the issue of payinq for pipeline 
capacity access, ORA cites the re ted problem of the core elect 
paying for the access which the receive to storage- capacity. ORA 

also notes the. atill-unreaolv question of how to bill" core elect 
customers when the actual co WACOG differs from the forecasted 
price, and possible problem with the electric departments of 
combined utilities who e1 
experience since MAy 1t 

into' the core ~ ORA ci tea PG&E' S 

believes that the large ~ount of core 
election. on the PG&E IS tem has. forced PG&E to purchase more 
expensive spot gas fo the core portfolio~ criving up- the actual 
core WACOG.. ORA ch acterizes PG&E ~ s core elect customers, as 
"price chasers" w are more interested in low prices than the 
supply security the ,core portfoliO'.. ORA. thinks. that the noncore 
customers' 1· ed desire for supply security can be met through a 
noncore portf io of long-term: gas '",hose price varies 4eve:z:y 30 
~ys... undamentally, ORA doe,S not believe thAt core ,election 

utilities with enough monopsony power to lower 
ly the core portfolio, price, especi~lly g-iv1an what ORA 
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sees as the evolution of the no!ltiono!ll go!lS market into "a pure / 
commodity market~ where long-term prices will track the spot / 
market. Fino!llly, ORA warns the Commission that prices of Co!lnadLan 
go!lS have not always been SO low; five years ago, under a dif~ent 
requlatory regime, Canadian gas was California's most expe~ive 
supply source. ~ 

CIG, SoCal, CSC, Edison, TTJ'RN',. PG&E, and CPG,,;all support 
retaining the core elect option. CIG submits that c~e election 
should be retained for the present, because it is ttie only source 
of supply security for noncore customers who ar~le or 
unwilling to- cope with the present lack o·f reliable transporto!ltion. 
CIG disputes ORA's statement that all noncor~ustomers are price 

. , 
chasers, citing the fact that, unlike the rienee on the PG&E 
system, few of SoC41's noncore customers 
Auqust,. when spot prices rose above So "s core WACOG. In a 
similar vein, PG&E notes that its cor elect customers had t~ 

in 

choose that option when the core WA~G was higher than spot prices. 
Alt~ough there has been little co~e election on the SOCal· system, . 
SOCal, esc, and Edison all arquejthat it would be poor public 
policy to change such. a sign.tf~cant "rule of the game" SO soon 
after the new requlatory st~*ure was. implemented'. 

TORN and PG&E pre~nt extensive arguments that core 
election is presently pre<).*ing 1mport4l1t benefits to both core and, . 
noncore customers. P~~sserts that its negotiating experience 
with its Canadian suppyers indicates. that core election provides 
the important bargain:f."ng Chip of a. broad-based,. high load factor 
market that inelude~/customers with competitive options to gas 

,I" 

service.. PG&E rec.iJtes the Commi:sion decisions. which established 
core election, to/show that the mechanism is functioning just as it, 
was intended to po. PG&E cites the sj,gn£ficantly lower gas prices 
which north~rn lifornia. has enjoyed. in recent years" compared 
rith southe califOrnia, as evid.ence of the importance of this 

> 

leve:r:aqe. ~ discusses at lenq'l:h PG&E-' s enstinq c:ont:r:ac:tua~ 
relati./'P with its CanadJ.an s~ppliers, in an effort to determine 

- 2S. -
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the likely impact of the abolition of core election on PG&E's 
customers and on prices in California as a whole. TURN 
without the leveraqe of the core elect market, the ~.I~\~.~U~ 
be free to price their sales to· the core market just ~'.~_ 
competing supplies of long-term qas from the SoUr:.nVII'e3,L 

these alternative core supplies have been at least 
more expensive than the $1.81 per MMBtu Canadian 
believes that Tier 2 Canadian gas sold to the n~uc~~.~ 

per MMStu 
'rO'RN also 

portfolio 
would have tracked risinq spot prices, which' 
$l.Sl per MMatu for most of the past year. , TORN concludes 
that core election has undoubtedly bene both PG&E's eore and 
noncore customers, and that it would be serious tactical error 
for the Commission to discard' the elect option jus.t a few 
months before PG&E beqins the next price redetermination. 
TORN thinks that the next price will provide an 
empirical test of whether core 
significantly lower gas costs 

ion will continue to produce 
PG&E's market. TURN also 

confronts the longer-term 
would be better off if the J'o .... m.w. .... ~i:) .... 'u. took action, :such as; ending 
core election, to make '-·"Y'·""ity avail~le on the Pacific Gas 
Transmission (PGT) Such a step· would be desigoned. to 
stimulate eompetition Canad'ian suppliers., in the hope that 
significant supplies be obtained for mueh less than $1.81 per 
MMBtu. TURN that reqardless of whether, such cheap. supplies 
are available, 
all customers .. 
canad.ian spot 

impact of such. a move would not fall evenly on " 
noncore customers miqht benefit from cheaper',' 

but the' Alberta And' Southern. CMS) producers 
hiqh prices for the core supplies which PG&E must 

meet its 5,0\ take-or-pay obliqation to A&S. TORN fem 
/C;;I';~U.l.o.·· lead to a repeat of the take-or-pay problems which 

the £1 Paso system;. T'ORN- concludes: 

While a fully competitive gas market: on both sid.es of~e 
border "llIAy be- in everyone's lonq-term best interests, 
TORN must caution that the path selected to pursue, that, 
goal is equally as important as the' objective itself. . , 

- 26 -
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/" 
The shortest route may no~ be ~he most prod7ctONe one if 
it leads over a cliff. 

TURN recommends that in the future the CommiSSion S90uld explore 
how to attain a fully competitive market for Canadian gas from 
which ~ customer classes can benefit. ~ 

CPG presented the most vigorous def~e of core election. 
CPG disputes DRA's suggestion that an asses~ent of core election 
should be based upon the degree of monopsoty power which core 
election provides to the utilities. CP argues that the clear 
benefit~ which core election has proved to- PG&E's ratepaye~s, are 
the result of the large volume sales and high load factors which 
core election has made possible~ re election allows the canadian 
producers to provide PG&& with v ume-related discounts; these are 
not a function of market power, ut are instead economies of seale 
and. operation. CPG confil:ms &E' s assertion of the importance of 
core election in last year~s price redeterminA~ion: 

CPG me rs' aq:reement to sell qas to Alberta & 
Souther.n, for r ale to- PGT and then to PG&E's core 
portfolio, at commodity price- of Sl.Sl per MMBtu for a 
full one-year e:cn, was fully and consciously 'based. on the 
premise that uch a price would prove attractive enough to 
attract a ve large volume of core-ele<:t as well as core 
loac1, and ereby achieve a hiqh load factor for wellhead .' 
sales. Wi'tthout such an assurance of high volumes and load,! 
factors, e price of gas to the core portfolio would not 
b4ve bee , and cannot 1:>&,. so attractive. 

CPG notes that 
on the PG&E s 

argues that the large qu.antity of core election 
em has forced PG&E to buy increasingly expensive 

t the core elect load'. CPG remarks that this effect· 
is not due core election, but to· our policy of requiring some 
spot gas t be taken for the coremarket~ CPG also notes that the 
beneficia volume and load faetoreffect$ of core election are much, 
greater the increase due to the spot gas takes. Regarding 

minder that Canadian gas was once very expensive, CPG 
state that Canadian producers, regulators, and govermnent all 
reeo nize that Canadian gas prices must be market-responsive in 
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order to have aec~ss to u.s. markets. Finally, CPG joins PG&E in~ 
protesting that abolishing core election is not the way to dea~ 
with the complexities in our regulatory program which thex:o e' 
elect option may create. CPG cites PG&E's new willingness, 
expressed in its coments in this Qocket, to Qevelo~ a cor elect 
ch~qe based on the access to storage and tOe pipeline c~acity 
which these customers receive. ~his is the way to de with the 
core elect issue on its merits, CPG believes,rathe than by making 
a Qisruptive, fundamental change in the new regul 
CPG contends that abolishing core election would reinforce 

istency in skepticism about regulatory credibility and 
Californ.ia." 

Discussion. We will retain the c elect option. 
Fundamentally, we recognize the need fo~ degree of regulatory 

:Ei::~:t::::::;;~::~~:~::~~~:=~:::ons ... 
to it. We have recoqnized that c:ori.~:ct customers- ue not paying,: 
for the high prior~ty access· to s rage anc; pipeline· capacity which 
they receive. We believe that responsible way to deal wi~ 
this. issue is to d.evelop- an app' opriate charge for this access~' 
This confronts the problem on ts. merits, in an evolutionary way, 
w.Lthout taking the revolutio ary step· of abandOning a procurement 
option which appears, base upon. our limited experience to date, to. 
have benefited. a broad r e of gas consumers .. 16 ElimiMtingthe 
core elect option at thi time would. cast do~t on the stability of' 
the structure which we ve established.. 'rhis would be precisely 
the wrong s.ignal to- IS do at a' time when we are foeusinq on 
improving the attrac: iveness of the california market for long-

1& This i also 
the acce7s core 
11-034 • 

J 

I 

the way we dealt with the same issue, concerning 
elect customers to storage capacity, in D. sa- . 
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A central goal of our new regulatory structure has been 
to capture the benefits of the more open ~nd competi~ive gas mar~t 

./ for ~ gas consumers in California. We conceived the core ~~ 
option was an .important element in reaching tha't. goal, and. ,our 
limited experience to· d.ate indicates that it has worked. !pG&E~S 
customers enjoy the lowest gas prices in the state. TcrRN's 

I analysis of current gas supply arrangements demonstrates that, 
absent core election, the price of Canad.ian gas to bo the core 
and. the noncore markets would be much higher. The arties on both 
sides of the last Canadian gas price redeterminat'on m4ke this 
assertion as well. We aqree with TORN that, gi n the current 
st%Ucture of gas supply relationships, w~ehO d not throwaway 
what is now a significant bargaining chip. • sa-OS-Ola noted t:.he 
problems which sales gas from the domestic ipelines has had in 
recent yea:rs in competing nth CanacU.an pplies. Reeen't.ly, SOCal 
has obtained. one-year contracts for si~ficant supplies from the 
Southwest at prices well below Pipel~ supplies, yet still 
above Canadian prices. Until the domestic suppliers are' ablet~ 
compete effectively with the. cana¥ans, we may need to retain the 
bargaining leverage of core elec~on in order t~ retain the 
benefits of economical Ce.nad.i~UPPlies. 

We also find tha;i:& evidence to- date is inconclusive on ' 
whether, as ORA. suggests, no core customers are simply price
seekers. CIG,. which repre nts a number of noncore customers, 
notes that core election/urrentlY provides the many noncore 
customers who do not wa¥t to transport their own gas with the only 
option for a secure .9'ai supply~ The- theme of this. order has been 
the need to increasrccess to firm transportation, in ord.er to 
allow noncore. customers to purchase- and transport secure supplies: •. 
However, there i~learlY much to be accomplished before we can 
realize this 9'04'l, and we agree with CIG that we need. to- retain the 
core elect opt on at leASt until a capacity allocation progr~ is 
functioninq. 

- 29 -
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Ultimately, our long-term perspective on core electio~'iS 
dependent on how the market develops once our capacity allocation 
mechanism is in place. What happens once access to firm ;f 
transportation is increased will determine the future need jor 
options such as core election. The market may develop ne~ 
mechanisms for aggregating gas supplies which, like core;&lection, 
provide to all gas consumers the benefits of competiti~ among gas 
supplies and among alternAte fuels. We agree with ~. that our 
reasons for retaining the core elect option at thi~~e are based 
on a tactical perspective; this perspective·, howe r, does not 
detract from our current interest in using this pt:i.on to maintain 
mutually beneficial long-term arrangements wi willing producers. 

Returning to. the design of a cap city allocation 
mechanism, R. as-08-018 suggested three ssible waya in which core 

rior access to pipeline elect customers might pay for 
capacity: 

1) A cost-based surchar on the core elect procurement 
rate would be set equal 0 the difference, on a. per therm' 
basis, between what the core and' the noncore contribute 
to the utility"s fixe' costs for intrastate transmission 
and. for pipeline de d· charges. Asa second-best 
alternative to no au 'surcharge, CPG supports this· 
method, because it s the only one which is eost:"'base<l. 
CPG would exclude om the sureharg& 1ntrastate 
transJUssion cost (which' are not constrainec!:) and all 
pipeline demand ges except those on PG'r (which. is the 
pipeline which ies the bulk of core supplies.) .. 

2) The sur~ge would be set a whatever level is 
necessary, bOo ed' on the results of the capacity' . 
allocation a etion, to allow the utility to· sequence the 
supplies w cb. it reqllires for the core portfolio. This. ' 
concept re~ives preliminary support from SOCal, SDG&E, 
and CIG; Md resembles the approach we used for the core·· 
elect in ur gas storage decision, D. 88-11-034. '. 

3) Cor elect customers themselves would bid for 
capaci y, on the same basis as other none ore cus~ome:~. 
If a re elect customer aoes not bid enough t~ oDtain 
acce to. the core portfolio, that customer would be 
char ed the s~andby rate for service' from the core 
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portfolio. Salmon/Mock favor this alternative, if core 
election is retained. 

PG&E believes that what customers pay for capacity under a ca acity 
allocation mechanism will vary 4mong pipelines and producin 
as operational circumstances and spot market prices vary. PG&E 
comments that these price relationships may have little 0 do with 
the costs of core portfolio service, which ie based u n long-term 
supplies that may be purchased from different sourc PG&E does 
not support any of the ~ve alternatives, but pr ·ses. that its 
capacity allocation proposal will include a cha a designed -to 
cover properly allocated costs and re'flect th :benefits of such 
service without making c~re-election prohib ivelyexpensive." 

We agree with the general princi as which PG&E proposes 
for such a charqe, but at th1~ point the is clearly no consensus. 

ge. This issue should be 

d und.oubtedly will be 
among the parties on. how to. . set this c 
covered in the utilities' proposals~ 
deb4ted further in the hearings 

D. 

will follow. 

comments. which has 
arisen over the end-use prior~y of EOR customer$. PG&E remarks , . , 

that o. 86-l2-0l0 reduced t . end-use pr10rty system to P"l-PS., and' 
required the curtailment 0 or for supply shortages should follow 
the §xistinq end-use prio ities. PG&E believes that it accurately 
implemented the intent this order in its new tariffs, byplaCinq ; 
EOR. $tee.m.i.ng customers in Priority 4, alonq with other boiler fuel 
users with a peak dll d.elMnd o,f750 Mcfd or more. PG&E argues that 
a chanqe to the end-use system would have been required to 
place EOR users i Priority 5, which is defined to be for power 
plant service. G&E believes that its actions have been fully 
consistent wi the structure of the end-use priority system~ as 
established b Public Utilities Code Sections 2771 and 2772 o.nd: 

relevant Co ssion decisions~ In Resolution' G-2S19 (Auqu.st l.O, 
1988)" we ~proved a similar chanqe for Socal, pending further 
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~ review of the issue in this proceeding. SoC~l's position in this 

• 

• 

case is th~t whatever priority is assigned to EOR customers, 
priority should be uniform statewide. 

UEG customers, joined by OGS, ORA, and CIG, argue 
strongly th~t EOR ste4mflood use should be placed in apr· rity 
below electric utility powerplants. SCOPP and Edison ~~e that 
they have filed petitions for rehearing o,f ResolutioYG-28:19, in 
which they ~r9'Ue that we moved EOR customers to. P%':t.Ori ty 4, ahead 
of most UEG usage, without reaching a determinat~ about which 
customers provide the greater public benefits ~. serve the greater 
public need, as required in Sections 2771 anol277Z.. '1'he 'OEG , . 

customers believe that placing EOR ste~f~ customers, who- now 
account for a})out 100 MMCfd of load on ~ SoC~l system, ahead of 
UEG users will result in higher costs J6r electric r~tepayers. 
These increased costs will result fr~more frequent amd longer
lasting curtailments of OEG gas se ice,. which will require 
incre~sed fuel oil inventory cos and the use o.f more expensive 
energy resources to replace lar er amounts o.f natural gas. Air 
quality will be degraded due the increased use of fuel o.il in 

electric powerplants.. . s~opp. notes further that, once· EOR 
steamfloocl customers sign . ong-te:rm transportation contracts, they 
will be able to. "buy up" n priority. SC'OPP" believes that these 
users thus do. not need l!he additional benefit o.f Priority 4 status 
for their current o~x'~tions. No EOR ste~flood customers filed: 
comments on this is;.,{e.. . 

Edison ~ correctly characterized our past deeisions on 
this issue. In ~ B6-06-00G we propos~t 

... J. believe even.tually there should be only five (end
useJ,eategories. Having upwAras of the eight basic 
categories which have evolved today makes, in our view, 
for 4 neecUessly complex ena-use system. We will pl~ee 
E9R customers in the PS priority designation for short-
~d long-term sales •. (p. 25) . 

We a1 this ehAng-e, as propos~, in D. 85-l2-010: 

.. 
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As oriqinally proposed in the OIR, we will reduce the 
nuxnber of end.-use priorities to five. (p. 121) 

In its tariffs implementinq o. 86-12-010, SOCal correctly plac ~ 
EOR customers in Priority 5. PG&E placed EOR customers in P iority 
4, based upon a narrow readinq of just o. 86-12-010. PG&E appears 
to have neqlected to check R. 86-05-006· to determine how e 
intended to treat EOR customers when we reduced the 
use priorities to five. 

In view of this history, we will direct 
place EOR steamflood operations in Priority S, a 
powerplant use. We agree with the tTEG customer 
arguments about the burdens on electric custo 

e utilities to 
nq with electric 

that their 

curtailments have merit. We also note tha this represents an 
improvement in the priority status of EOR teamflood customers, 
compared with their oriqinal Priority 7 
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~ Findings of ~et ~ 
1. A combination of factors, including high demand and d 

new rate structure, produced capacity constraints Last summer on 
the El Paso Natural Gas pipeline. 

• 

2. Providing access to firmer interstat pipeline 
capacity is an important element still mi3sinqlfr~ our new natural 
gas regulatory structure. 

3. Access to more reliable transpo=tation will encourage 
longer-term gas S~P~ly arrangements and wt"l broaden the scope of 
gas-to-gas compet~t~on. 

4. Providing firm transportat" n to California will 
require the coordinated allocation of 
of the California utilities and on th 
serve the state. 

pacity on both the systems 
interstate pipelines which 

S. There may soon be op rtunities, in the form of 
settlements of pending pipeline c ses, to obtain the PERC 
concurrence necessary to implem,nt a capacity allocation mechanism • 

6. A program which ll.locates firm ca~city may help to 
I 

calm many of the current deb~tes over the structure of the 
utilities' procurement acti~ties. 

7 • Such a proqx:~ is administratively feasible. 
8. The admini"irative burdens of implementing a caP4city 

allocation proqr~ Will~ less if we do not make the utilities 
change. their procedurEf twice - once for an "interim." program and. 
again for a "final" J?roqram.. 

9. The prinCiples which PG&E proposes, as stated in the 
body of this opini'n, are appropriate for the capacity allocation 
proqram w~eh we fould like to see implemented_ 

10. ~the specificity of the capacity allocation . 
increases, so 11 its administrative complexity. 

he following are major issues which must be decided 
of a capacity allocation mechanism: 

a) How specific should the allocation be? 
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b) How much flexibility shoul~ the ut~ ity have in 
its use of pipeline capacity to serve he core 
portfolio? 

c) Wh~t terms ~nd conditions are attach 
to ~ssigned capacity? 

d) How should parity of acces for wholesale core 
loads be implemented? / . 

e) How should we trea-c, !~ ratemaking purposes, 
revenues from a capacity tlocation mechanism? , 

f) How will such a pro~am satisfy the statutory 
requirements of Public~tilities Code Sections 454.7 
and 2771-2772? I 
g) How should the pjC09ram treat customers with long
term transportation,(contracts siqnec:l. after t>ecember 
3, 19B6? I' 
h) Is a secondif: market for capacity appropriate? 

i) How much s~ould core elect customers pay for the 
high priority/access to pipeline capacity which they 
receive? / 

12. ~he core elect option has provided benefits to all 
gas consumers and shoulc(be retained, pending the development and 
implementation of our e~pacitY allocation meChanism and further 
experience with how tie gas market develops. 

I . 

13. Curtallling EOR s.teamflood loads 4head o·f 'CEG usage 
could raise costs ~ electric ratepayers. 

/ . 

COnclu!ion30fwaw 
1. ,hhe FERC is likely to be receptive to allowing 

California t6 develop a capaci~y allocation program • • 
2~ A capacity allocation mechanism which coord~nates 

both intrastate and interstate capacity will require at least ?ERC 
" 

concurrence in the settlements of ongoing pipeline cases. 
;I 3. ~he California utilities should be orderea to work to 

Obta1n~SUeh 4pprov41s in these e4Ses • 
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4. The "interim" buy/sell proposal of CIG and 
Salmon/Mock may conflict with NGPA Section 311 rules and. Wit~'/~ERC 
stand.ard.s for non-discriminatory transportation. ~ 

S. If the utilities relinquish their firm pipefine 
capacity rights, they may lose them permanently. ;I 

6. A capacity allocation program. must meet ~he 
requirements of Public Utilities Code Sections 454.7 and 2771-2772. 

7. EOR steamflood customers should be 
priority S. 

8. This decision should be made eff tive immediately in 
I 

order to have a capacity allocation proqr~~ ~~dy to implement once 
the necessary FERC concurrenc~ is secured ~ the pipeline 
cases. These cases are now in the settle~nt process. 

IT IS ORDERED that paCi~ Gas and Electric Company and 
Southern California Gas Company ihall file, within 60 days from the 
effective date of this decisio~ detailed proposals, in the form of 

} 

written testimony, for a mark~-based pipeline capacity allocation 
proqram.. This program shall!integ::ate the allocation of both 
intrastate and interstate ~peline capacity. These proposals shall 
follow the general princi~es set forth in this order, and shall 
address the major issue7/whieh this order has identified. PG&E and. 
SOCal Gas shall work trobtain from the FERC, in current and. future ~ 

interstate pipeline general rate eases or gas inventory charge 
eases, the necessary)leoneurrence to permit the implementation of 
their proposals. ~G&E and SoCal Gas shall keep the Commission's 
Legal Division fuJ,ly informed of the status of these efforts. , 

IT IS ,bOl'ttHER OROElttD that PG&E and SoCal Gas shall 
aSSign EOR ste~lood customers to End Use Priority 5. 

Thi~order is ef~8~tive today. 

l
oaied DEC 1 9 1 , at San FranCi:::
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